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Abstract 
 
 In the second half of the 20th century a shift from managerialism to entrepreneurialism 
has occurred (Harvey, 1989). This shift has further developed since the state now encourages 
citizens’ involvement in addition to existing public and private partnerships (“Three waves of 
governance”, 20/12 2012). It has led to a democratic and communicative planning discourse of 
theory on public participation in planning processes, regarding urban development and urban 
renewal. However, there are also voices that claim that there’s a discrepancy between planning 
theory and practice (Pløger, 2004).  
  This report aims to research how the democratic and communicative planning discourse 
compares with neighbourhood residents’ participation levels. In order to achieve this a case-study 
of the Sundholmskvarters Områdeløft is being used. Which structures are set out by the 
municipality for participation on a local scale? And to what extent do they succeed in their goals 
for citizens’ participation? 
 The main conclusion of this report is that there are much similarities between the 
democratic and communicative planning discourse, and the Områdeløft program in the 
Sundholmskvarter. However, citizens‘ participation levels in the Sundholmskvarter Områdeløft 
are low. This raises questions on the legitimacy of the program, as it is set out to be fully driven 
by citizens. However, we found that the main reason for not participating among is a lack of time 
and/or interest from the citizens’ perspective. Therefore, a reconsideration of the democratic and 
communicative planning discourse is necessary for practical use in local urban renewal in 
Copenhagen.     
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Reader’s Guide 
 
 In the Introduction the context of the problem is outlined, leading to the main question of 
this report and the working questions.  
 The methods chapter reflects on our focus and positioning, and on our motivations for this 
report. It also deals with our process of gathering empirical data via a survey, interviews and 
participant observations.  
 The theory chapter describes the theory that this report is based on, divided into five 
categories: participatory planning, governance, the network society, planning and empowerment 
and communicative planning.   
 The analysis takes examines the empirical data that is gathered and relates it to planning 
documents and planning theory. The analysis is divided into three sections:  
1. Analysing the discourse and the municipal approach 
2. The paradox of the discourse and planning practice in the Sundholmskvarter 
3. Explaining the paradox 
 The discussion is used to take on arguments that we found in our research, but which are 
actually outside the scope of the problem formulation. Still we consider them relevant and 
interesting for potential future research.   
 The conclusion takes the findings of this report into account and tries to answer the 
working questions and the main question for as much as possible.  
 The perspectivation reflects on some of the limitations we faced in the methods of our 
own research, leaving space for potential future research.  
 The reference list shows all of the references used in this report. 
 The Appendix has all of the material that was relevant for the making of this report, but 
which was not directly relevant to the main body of the text. It contains the survey data, interview 
guides, interview transcipts (only in selectedprints – for privacy reasons removed from the public 
copies), field notes and other relevant material.      
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Introduction 
 
Changing role of planners and Urban planning in Copenhagen    In recent times, theories on urban planning processes have undergone sweeping changes, 
a shift in the planning process has brought about the prominence of a new vocabulary in 
planning, and a shift in the role of the planner. Harvey (1989) hailed this as a shift from 
Managerialism to Entrepreneurialism where partnerships between the public and private sectors 
became more prominent in new urban developments and regeneration. Rhodes acknowledges 
further developments in this movement since the state now encourages citizens’ involvement in 
addition to existing public and private partnerships (“Three waves of governance”, 20/12 2012). 
Particularly from the 1990s until the present (2012), terms like: ‘Communicative planning’ 
(Agger, 2007), ‘empowerment’ (Andersen, 2007), ‘governance’ (Kristensen, 1999) and ‘public 
participation’ (Agger & Hoffmann, 2008) have gained prominence in the urban planning arena. 
These terms’ prominence is evidence of a shift in support of planning theories. More support 
occurs behind a more open and transparent planning system. The traditional role of planners as 
experts behind a more closed and technocratic planning system  also changes. This shift in 
mentality amongst planning schools of thoughts is reflected in changes in the planning system 
and facilitation in Denmark and in particular Copenhagen. As described by Sehested (2009, 
p.247), increasingly interactive forms of governance are beginning to work with and in some 
cases, replace traditional government institutions and traditional ideals of representative 
democracy, making traditional ‘top-down’ planning approaches more difficult to achieve. Even 
official planning documents reflect this increasing cry for the need of interactive forms of 
governance. As outlined in the first chapter of ‘The Danish Planning Act 2009’, one of the aims 
of planning in Denmark is to: 
 
“Involve the public in the planning process as much as possible.” 
(“Planloven - bekendtgørelse af lov om planlægning”, 14/12 2012) 
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Hans Thor Andersen, Research Director from the Danish Building Research Institute (SBi) offers 
similar sentiments and tries to explain this development: 
 
”When it was a technical issue, what you did was that you hired a bunch of architects and 
engineers that could come and say: you do this this this, and then you would have a modern 
building... Now you cannot tell people what to do with their lives, so you have to invite them in 
and make them a part of the  process... It’s a very different and very much more complex 
challenge you have in front of you”  
(Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Anderssen, p. 2f.) 
 
Danish planning since the post-World War II period, until the 1970’s can be described as ‘top-
down’, with the state playing a major role in the planning, managing and facilitating of urban 
planning projects. In 1971 and 1973 long-term plans  were developed as technocratic, large scale 
strategic plans for the improvement of society’s standard of living (Jensen et al., 2007, p.19f.). 
 With the global economic crises from the mid-1970s planners’ outlooks changed from 
optimism to pessimism (ibid). New Public Management strategies started to develop, focusing on 
the economic market. Planning therefore analyses the market and compensates for market failures 
or defects in order to maintain social order (Watt, 2006, p. 6 f.). Contrary to this approach, 
initiatives such as ‘social mobilization’ were simultaneously occurring. This is a more ‘bottom-
up’ approach that focused on alternatives to the normal social order and the hierarchy contained 
therein. Popular examples of this approach are Christiania and Ungdomshuset (Jensen et al., 
2007, p.20). In the 80’s and 90’s the social learning approach and a more multidisciplinary 
approach to planning started to gain ground, making it a more democratic field where planners, 
associations, and the public can learn from each other through best practice learning 
processes.  In the 90’s, the Federal government developed a more distinct urban policy agenda. 
Urban planning was no longer only focused on the physical planning of public infrastructure but 
also on aspects that contributed to raising standards of living such as urban spaces and housing 
conditions (Jensen et al., 2007, p. 18 ff.). More recent planning developments divide the general 
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field of urban planning into four hierarchical tiers of government: national, regional, municipal 
and local (“Byplanlægning”, 25/11 2012). 
 
Sundholmskvarteret 
 
 
 Sundholmskvarteret is an area in western 
Amager which lies within the streets: 
Amagerbrogade, Englandsvej, Brydes Alle, 
Amagerfælledvej and Hollænderdybet 
(Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009, p.9). It lies 
within one kilometre from Amager Fælled 
(nature reserve), and about 3 kilometres from 
Inner Copenhagen. The neighbourhood is easily 
accessible by the public transport and cycle paths 
that link the area to other parts of Copenhagen. 
(”Sundholmskvarteret”, 6/12 2012; VIBO et al., 2008, p. 5). There are different forms of housing 
in the area: Social housing, private rental, Andel/cooperative and owner-occupied. Social housing 
makes up the biggest group, which represents 20% of the dwellings, twenty-two social housing 
apartments, and a third of the population (VIBO et al., 2008, p. 6f.). Furthermore, the area also 
faces many social problems and challenges. Sundholmskvarteret: 
 
“... has for many years been dominated by significant social housing problems. Previously, 
problems centred around Telemarksvej, but has spread to the entire neighbourhood. 
Maladjusted children and young people take up much space in the yard and street scene with 
vandalism, petty crime and threats. This creates insecurity for the other residents in the 
neighbourhood and can account for the migration of ‘well­functioning’ families moving” 
(VIBO et al., 2008, p. 4, our translation) 
 
 Sundholmskvarteret lies within one of the vulnerable areas identified by the municipality 
Red dot illustrates the location of 
Sundholmskvarter with blue lines delineating 
Copenhagen’s districts. 
(“Kort”, 2/12 2012) ©København Kommune  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(Appendix VII, fig.1). According to data from the municipality, the percentage of citizens from 
non-western countries is 18% or higher (Appendix VII, fig 2). The percentage of people without 
any education ranges from 18% to 34,9%, except for the northern part of the area where numbers 
are lower. Especially in the western part the percentage is at least 35% (Appendix VII, fig 3). The 
same pattern is seen when it comes to people permanently out of the labour market and people 
with low incomes. The numbers are lowest in the northern part and highest in the centre, 
especially in the western part (Appendix VII, fig 4 & 5). These figures are also of interest to the 
municipality. In their publication ‘Policy for the disadvantaged areas’ of Copenhagen they line 
out some of the problems within and around the Sundholmskvarter: 
 
“Both the physical and social challenges are greater in the Sundby district [Including Sundholmskvarteret] than in the rest of the city. The area is a mixture of old buildings and 
newer public housing blocks. The physical indicators, e.g. small flats and lacking installations, 
are linked to the older housing schemes while the social challenges, e.g. high proportion of 
residents outside the labor market, low education and low income, are to a high degree 
concentrated in the public housing associations” 
 (Teknik- og Miljøforvaltningen, 2012b, p. 19)   
 
Helhedsplan & Områdeløft 
 
Two projects are currently running simultaneously in Sundholmkvarteret: the Områdeløft and the 
Helhedsplanen. Both of these projects are managed in the same administrative office in the area, 
though their staff slighty differs. Both were borne out of the same criteria and concerns raised in 
the “Policy for disadvantaged areas of Copenhagen” (Teknik- og miljøforvaltningen, 2012b). As 
explicitly distinguished by the Områdesekretariatet in “Nyt fra Sundholmskvarteret” (2012, p. 3), 
the Helhedsplan is focused on social services and activities, whilst the Områdeløft is primarily 
concerned with the physical changes within the neighbourhood.  
 
The Helhedsplan started in 2009 and has a time span of five years. It is primarily a cooperation 
between the administration and the social housing departments in the area.  There are 14 out of 
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22 departments involved. (VIBO et al., 2008, p. 7; Appendix VII, fig 6). The Steering Group is 
the decisive organ, which contains representatives from the social housing departments and 
municipal actors that have a direct economic interest and involvement in the plan. The Secretariat 
carries out the plans that are divided into four sub-categories. The categories are:  
• Neighbourhood School  
• Living Environment & Neighbourhood 
• Integration & Network 
• Children & Youth.  
 
For every sub-category there is a so called ‘follow-group’ working to directly implement the 
plans. The follow-groups contains local stakeholders such as associations, citizens, and social 
workers (”Organisering af indsatsen”, 6/12 2012). The Helhedsplan’s main objective is: 
 
“...to develop a changing process in the neighbourhood, so it will appear as a safer residential 
area where residents thrive and are supplied with an increased local and personal competence 
to act. At the same time the goal is to give the neighbourhood an image, which means that 
people live there as a result of an active choice, and not because they have no other options” 
(VIBO et al., 2008, p. 4, our translation). 
 
Furthermore the Helhedsplan must work in cooperation with the områdeløft (Ibid). 
 Områdeløft  is developed in selected parts of Copenhagen and is described by the 
municipality as: 
 
“Affirmative action towards a certain area , where the local, municipal and state works 
together over a time span of 5 to 6 years to kickstart a new and positive  process of 
development” 
 (“Om områdeløft”, 25/11 2012, our translation) 
 
The municipality realizes that the areas may have a diverse range of needs. To accommodate 
these needs, their focus is wide. Dwellings, urban spaces,  recreational areas, environment, 
health, culture, integration, unemployment, leisure activities and so on may all be worked on 
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under Områdeløft. The main approach is based on dialogue and public participation with local 
actors in networks. Public participation is generally an important factor for the municipality of 
Copenhagen (“Om områdeløft”, 25/11 2012; Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009, p. 9). 
 The Områdeløft in Sundholmkvarter started in November 2008 (Sundholmsvej 
Områdeløft, 2009, p.7). In the application for the Områdeløft in Sundholmkvarter it says that the 
plan is to: 
 
“... activate the many potentials within the area, and thereby make the neighbourhood rich 
and sustainable, an area that no longer appears crude, unexciting and dismissive...and making 
great efforts to get local citizens involved in the struggle to get their neighbourhood in a 
positive development...”  
(VIBO et al., 2008, p. 13, our translation). 
 
Public participation is generally high on the agenda within the municipality of Copenhagen and is 
also an essential part of the Områdeløft (Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009, p.7). On the municipal 
website they describe the special features of urban renewal projects such as: 
 
“...[Områdeløft] residents wishes and reservations have a big impact on how the project will 
proceed. The local forces are actively involved in all of the projects development phases. This 
means that residents and users involvement and ownership in the area strengthen. A stronger 
ownership helps to ensure that the project activities will live on after the project is 
terminated” 
(“Hvad er Områdefornyelse”, 11/12 2012) 
 
Our report distinguishes between two types of public participation. Since private citizens make 
up the Steering Group, the group in itself is an amateur planning body and therefore uses: 
 
“...100% citizen involvement. Because all the decisions made by the Secretariat are made by 
the citizens in the Steering Group”  
(Appendix IV, interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, 22/11 2012, p. 23) 
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The Steering Group pushes public participation also among non-Steering Group members.  
 Just like the Områdeløft, the Helhedsplan has a steering group. This steering group 
contains as the municipality put it, a community of local actors who are engaged in local projects. 
Each of the members is related to a specific theme that was predetermined by the secretariat. The 
members function as local ambassadors, forming a link between the process and the local citizens 
in the Områdeløft area. At monthly Steering Group meetings, they outline and then evaluate 
different projects from beginning to end, with consideration to the different themes that each 
member represents (”Områdeløftets styregruppe”, 6/12 2012). Some of these themes are art, 
culture, sport, environment, traffic, education, urban renewal etc. These themes have been created 
based on the ‘Three Pillars of Sustainability’: social, environmental and economic sustainability 
(Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009, p.15 ff.). Throughout the Områdeløft process, the Steering 
group has worked on developing seven new urban spaces in the area (Sundholmskvarterets 
Områdeløft, 2010). For every space a ‘work-group’ was made where local citizens could join in 
the process (Områdesekretariatet, 2010, p.4 f.). In addition to the networks of the Steering Group 
members, the Secretariat has a working strategy for the Områdeløft’s visibility and 
communication to the local community. The strategy is executed using communication tools such 
as webpages, Facebook pages, the Sundholmkvarter logo, signs, newspaper, events, contact to 
local press, and other methods to engage and inform the local community (“Kommunikation og 
synlighed i Sundholmskvarteret”, 6/12 2012). Efforts to make Områdeløft visible in the 
Sundholmskvarter can be seen in Appendix VIII (Appendix VIII, Pictures of the 
Sundholmskvarter and the visibility of Områdeløft, picture 1-3 & 5) 
The current Områdeløft is scheduled to end in 2014 (Områdesekretariatet, 2012, p. 3). 
Over the six year time frame, the operation of the Områdeløft is divided into three phases. Each 
phase takes approximately two years. At the beginning of each phase, a new steering group is 
elected, with the possibility to choose new themes. From 2008-2010, the Idea, Analyzing and 
Recruiting phase of the Områdeløft was implemented in Sundholmskvarteret, followed by the 
Concretizing and Realizing phase from 2010-2012. As of mid-2012, the Områdeløft has entered 
the final stage of implementation: Anchoring and Solidification of Networks. Thus, the Steering 
Group is now working on exit-strategies to solidify the project, hopefully allowing it to last 
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beyond the time-frame of the Områdeløft and to become self-sufficient (Appendix VI, 
Participant observation). 
 
Problem formulation  
“How does the democratic or communicative planning discourse compare with neighbourhood 
residents’ participation levels using a case-study of the Sundholmskvarters Områdeløft?”1 
 
Working questions  
The report’s working questions revolve around a number of key themes. The questions can be 
divided in three as follows:  
 
Measuring ‘participation’: 
1. What is meant by ‘participation’ and how is it achieved? 
2. How can researchers measure public participation? 
3. To what extent are the citizens of the Sundholmkvarter participating in the Områdeløft 
process? 
4. Are they meeting the participation goals outlined in the planning documents? 
 
 
Planning discourse, official Områdeløft and Helhedsplan documents, and program effectiveness: 
5. How does the municipal view of the Områdeløft relate to the democratic and communicative 
planning discourse? What is the relationship between the Områdeløft leaders and the 
municipality? 
6. Are the Sundholmskvarter neighbourhood planning documents emblematic of other trends in 
contemporary planning theory? 
7. Are there contradictions between planning practice and theories that impedes the actors from 
achieving their goals?                                                          1 By case study and discourse we refer to the purely analytical concepts, instead of to the traditional approaches of case study and discourse analyses. 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8. Is the democratic and communicative discourse in planning an example of politicising and re-
scaling problems? Does this decentralise Municipal/State power?  
9. How does the Sundholmskvarter planning documents relate to communicative and democratic 
planning discourse? 
 
Steering Group and Local Council structure: 
10. Why does the Steering Group have more decision-making power than the Local Council? 
Does this mean the two are different governance types? 
11. What are the Steering Group’s exit strategies and how can they involve residents? 
12. How does the Steering Group’s focus on networks work in practice? 
13. How can the Områdeløft accomplish its goals of creating a more vibrant neighbourhood for 
its residents?  
  
Concepts 
 
At the heart of this report are a couple of concepts that need some more clarification. First 
of all, democratic and communicative planning discourse means the general understanding of 
including the citizens input in the planning process, as is put forward by many planning theorists. 
Prominent theories are discussed in the theory chapter. These theoretical approaches have also 
found their way into governments and have strongly influenced their way of trying to address 
local urban issues. Therefore, we also consider the planning documents of the Københavns 
Kommune to be part of this discourse.  
   The second part of the problem formulation that needs some more clarification is the 
concept of neighbourhood’s residents. By the neighbourhood’s residents we mean all citizens 
living in the Sundholmskvarter, regardless of their socio-economic status or their resources. 
Especially in the Sundholmskvarter it is important to stress this broad definition, because it is 
considered to be a vulnerable area. The area includes a lot of inhabitants who have access to few 
resources, because of low education, low income and/or low socio-economic status. Also in a 
considerably large part of the area there is a homeless shelter, which gives homeless people a 
special position in the Sundholmskvarter.  
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  A third concept that we use is citizens’ participation. With citizens’ participation we 
mean the involvement of citizens in the process of solving and executing local issues. Possibly  
leading to a creation of a sense of responsibility and  project ownership. In this way the process 
and outcomes of local planning would become more effective and more in line with the needs of 
the citizens.      
Whereas Sundholmskvarter means the neighborhood studied within the report, Sundholm 
is the homeless shelter and social support centre within the neighborhood. Additionally, 
Sundholms Venner is the association that represents Sundholm.  
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Method 
 
“The purpose of problem-oriented project work is to ask and answer a question”, hence the 
method is the way in which the question is answered (Olsen & Pedersen, 2008, p.169). In this 
section, we present an overview  and  justification of the methodology used throughout the report. 
The chapter begins with the motivation, followed by a  reinstatement of focus and positioning 
and continues with a connection to social science theory. Finally, the types of data are presented, 
including a statement of the data’s collection methods.  
 
Motivation 
 
The problem formulation arose based on curiosity about what processes, policies, ideals 
and theories are in place in Copenhagen to encourage public participation. Subsequently, we were 
interested in how this empowers the people living in the city and how planning processes could 
possibly addresses some causes of social disadvantage. Internationally, Denmark and the other 
Nordic countries are known to have high levels of equality, as well as an extensive welfare 
society. The coupling of these two trends makes Copenhagen an insightful area for researching 
the democratic and communicative planning discourse. With these interests in mind we started 
investigating on-going planning projects. We discovered the document entitled, “Integrated 
Urban Renewal in Copenhagen”(Teknik- og Miljøforvaltningen, 2012a), released by the 
municipality. The document introduced us to the urban renewal projects that are currently 
unfolding. The short study timeframe made it necessary to choose a study area that was 
undergoing change between September and January 2012   The next section will detail the 
process of narrowing the research focus. 
 
Focus and positioning 
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Sundholmskvarteret was chosen as the case study area because its renewal project is 
currently in the final stage of implementation. Out of the areas detailed in “Integrated Urban 
Renewal in Copenhagen” that we could have selected, we focused on the projects that were 
currently occurring (Teknik- og Miljøforvaltningen, 2012a). Primary data was then gathered via 
surveys, interviews and meeting observations. The specific theories used within the report 
developed throughout the data collection. The project’s meaning arose from the data collection 
and the data made us realise new understandings.  
Renewal projects across the city have slightly different processes since the neighbourhood 
Secretariats and their Steering Groups are decentralised. We chose to focus on one of the renewal 
area cases to spend more time collecting primary material within the given area. Given the time 
restraints it would have been difficult to explore multiple planning projects across multiple 
Områdeløft areas.  
Though it is important to stress that our main focus is on the Områdeløft, we will also 
briefly introduce the Helhedsplan and the Local Council. The Helhedsplan is important because it 
works in cooperation with Områdeløft. Both Secretariats work door-to-door and  focus on the 
same neighbourhood. They work with many similar issues. The Local Council is situated in the 
same area but is in charge of all of Amager Vest, of which Sundholmskvarter is a neighbourhood. 
Some of the actors in the Local Council are also involved in Områdeløft. Furthermore, 
Områdeløft operates according to a fixed timeframe, meaning the official project’s municipal 
funding will end in 2014. Once this occurs, the Local Council will be one of the only formal links 
between the Sundholmskvarter citizens and the municipality. We have also, through our 
observations, noticed that there is a plan of moving the Local Council’s activities from Peder 
Lykkes Skolen into Sundholm. The move would situate the Council more closely with the centre 
of the neighbourhood and possibly increase the relationship with the citizens of Sundholm.  
In the early stages of the project, we thought there would be a difference between 
planning theory and planning practice based on others’ work on urban renewal and the resulting 
gentrification in Copenhagen. Hence, we explore this in our project. This report has never 
intended to be critical towards current planning structures. The focus has been more on finding 
the paradoxes and point out the problems with current approaches in order to make a foundation 
for potential solutions. 
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This project group consists of three international students from different parts of the world 
(the United States, the Netherlands and Australia) and of one Danish student. Three of the group 
members study at the Bachelor level and one studies at the Master level. The combination of 
different study tracks arose since international students of both levels attend the same group 
formation process. Our international focuses had a lot of advantages, because all four students 
had very different experiences and backgrounds, even though we all study urban planning and/or 
geography at our home universities. However, writing this report as students also restrained us, 
since we are very focused on planning theory and have less experience in practice. Furthermore, 
having only one Danish speaking member limited our capabilities of investigating the Danish 
planning documents.  
 
Relating the project to social science theory 
 
 The neighbourhood residents and Steering Group members have differing opinions 
depending on a number of factors such as socioeconomic status, time spent in Steering 
Group/neighbourhood, morals/values, etc. These decisions are not always rational, but can be 
emotive. They do not necessarily remain static when comparing people’s responses in various 
situations. Searching for reliable tests is not a guaranteed method of understanding the world 
(Olsen & Pedersen, 2008, p. 153 f.). Instead, researchers can investigate concrete situations to 
understand the relations between phenomena, however there may be great variation between 
events and their meanings. There is not a singular underlying truth for the Sundholmskvarter’s 
urban renewal process. The different people interviewed have multiple perspectives. The groups 
interview these people to decipher  individual participants’ positions and viewpoints. The 
language and discourse of the urban renewal program creates social ‘realities’ for citizens, yet the 
story does not end there.  
Even though our research is interested in understanding individual actors, we must also 
realize that individual actors do not drive development by themselves. We can’t forget to situate 
Sundholm within a bigger political-economic system. Neo-liberal policies and privatization are 
enacted by politicians in an effort to increase the city’s competitiveness. We have to work out 
how they function systemically because politicians shape ‘power’ through certain policies, rules, 
and processes.  In the participatory planning process we describe, the municipality’s goal was to 
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collapse the dichotomy of government vs. people. We will see if this happened  in 
Sundholmskvarteret. Researchers during the early 2000s and late 1990s discuss Copenhagen’s 
large-scale developments with regards to the economic and political situation of the time. 
Developers planned projects such as the Øresund Bridge and Ørestad District in order to use 
Copenhagen to strengthen Denmark’s economy after financial chaos (Majoor, 2008, p. 103). The 
projects’ goals were focused on this economic improvement rather than on welfare policies and 
goals. On the other hand, the purpose driving Sundholmsvejkvarter’s Secretariat is to upgrade the 
area and increase the residents’ quality of life. 
Throughout the project, we create our own assumptions and working theories for how 
citizens in Sundholmsvejkvarter behave. Our project’s ontology is therefore shaped by our own 
expectations and definitions of topics such as ‘governance’ and ‘participation’. We also approach 
the project with our own ideas about what urban planning is and how it functions. This is a bias 
that we must keep in mind when researching. In our study, we judge the goodness of fit between 
how “participatory planning” theories work in the literature and how they function in real life 
situations.  The participatory planning processes are our ‘object of research’. The term however, 
is slightly off-putting because it puts the survey respondants, steering group, and other leaders in 
a marginalized and passive role. Instead of static researcher/researched roles we hope to offer 
some kind of benefit to the community we are researching. The benefit comes in the form of a 
report that the community can use to shape their exit strategies as the Områdeløft process 
continues. 
We learn about Områdeløft through discussions with those we’ve identified as the 
process’ main actors or drivers. Their responses shape our project’s epistemology. We began 
thinking about the urban renewal projects because of an introduction to Vesterbro. We then 
learned about other urban renewal efforts across Copenhagen. We became interested in whether 
Sundholmskvarter’s renewal process would be similar or different to these other cases. Therefore, 
our project has always dealt with whether incommensurability exists. We question whether the 
planning practice ideas in Sundholmskvarter can be applied to other areas.  
Five main theories are used within the project report: participatory planning, governance, 
empowerment, networks, and communicative planning. We use the theories’ main terms for 
reflection within the Analysis section. We understand the Sundholmskvarter using these theories 
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to identify, discuss and critique the local urban renewal and democratic processes within our 
problem area, the collecting of empirical data also led us to look for new theories. 
 
Empirical Data 
 
Planning documents  
 
 This report uses multiple planning documents to examine the planning process in the 
Sundholmskvarter. On a national scale, the Danish Planning Act was a very important document 
to gain general insights in the Danish planning process, fx. its hierarchical scales and the 
importance of public participation. On the scale of the Copenhagen municipality, the Policy for 
disadvantaged areas in Copenhagen (Teknik- og Miljøforvaltningen, 2012b) shows the 
vulnerable areas of the city and how the municipality plans to lift these areas. The Integrated 
Urban Renewal (Teknik- og Miljøforvaltningen, 2012a) helped us gain insights in what parts of 
Copenhagen are being renewed right now and what parts are going to be renewed in the near 
future. Further information about Copenhagen’s policies and planning was gathered via the 
website of the municipality www.kk.dk.   
The report uses local level documents that specifically discuss the Sundholmskvarter. The 
Kvarterplan Sundholmsvej shows how different social and physical issues are addressed on a 
local level. The Secretariat plays an important role on this level. 7 nye byrum i Sundholmkvarteret 
gives an insight in the different renewal projects on a local scale. The document Kommunikation 
og synlighed i Sundholmskvarteret gave us an idea of how big of an effort and importance there 
was attached to communicating the project, especially to the local area. The website for 
Helhedsplan, ‘www.sundholmskvarteret.dk’, was a very useful source that documents the 
interplay between Områdeløft and Helhedsplan. The website describes the program’s goals and 
current objectives regarding disadvantaged areas. 
 
Survey 
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 In order to measure the awareness and participation in the Sundholmskvarter we started 
with a small scale survey given to passing people within the neighbourhood. Instead of handing 
out flyers, we conducted informal interviews with the respondents. We started with creating this 
survey early in our research to try to understand the mentality of everyday people walking 
through the streets. Our report defines mentality as the survey respondents’ knowledge about how 
to participate and their opinions on the participation process.  
The survey needed to succinctly question each person for around 5 to 10 minutes. We 
therefore considered a lot of questions and selected the most important ones. The first two 
questions were related to the Local Council: To what extent are the respondents familiar with the 
Local Council and have they been in contact with them? With the third, fourth and fifth questions 
we tried to find out if the respondents were familiar with the Områdeløft and if they participated 
themselves or if they knew somebody who has participated. In this part we also wanted to find 
out what reasons people had to participate or not. The sixth question aimed to measure the 
respondents’ perception of equality in the planning processes: Do they think that certain people 
or certain groups of people are more likely to influence change than others? The final question 
was about the respondents’ demographics: age, sex, highest level of education, street name, and 
kind of housing (rent, home-owner or ‘andel’). The full survey is included in the Appendix 
(Appendix IX, Survey Questions). 
Leonardson and Prag (Projektchef and Projektleder, respectively) recommended 
surveying in the mornings until early afternoon. The pair described areas near the current 
networks/physical projects with high pedestrian traffic. The first round of surveys occurred on 
Saturday the third of November, starting at 10.00 am. We surveyed at the corner of Englandsvej 
and Sӕtersdalgade, where a lot of people passed on their way to a commercial area. From there 
we continued to the Skotlandsplads and then walked down Sundholmsvej to Sundholm. On the 
way back we passed Kornblomstvej, Rosagade and Telemarksgade. The second round of surveys 
occurred one week later on Saturday the 10th of November. The survey began at Skotlandsplads, 
continued down Amagerbrogade, and back through Sundholmsvej (Appendix VII, fig 7).     
 On the first round of surveys we found that the people we encountered were quite 
friendly and eager to talk to us. We had some interesting experiences with people who were 
participating, but also with people who had no idea about what was going on or who had large 
misconceptions on what participating via the Områdeløft projects or via the Local Council 
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means. Although we only managed to gather 35 surveys, we were quite optimistic about our 
results since those we encountered were eager to discuss the neighbourhood with us. However, 
although we gathered 40 surveys in the second round, we also faced more people who didn’t 
want to participate in our survey. Peoples’ different receptions of the survey might have been 
related to the bad weather conditions during the second round, but we also consider the locations 
to have made a difference. In the second round we surveyed on Amagerbrogade, where a 
considerably larger amount of people declined answering our questions. In more quiet streets, 
people seemed to be in less of a hurry and more willing to talk to us.   
 In total we gathered 75 surveys. This is a very low amount of respondents compared to 
the entire Sundholmskvarter population and was therefore not as useful as we hoped for 
quantitative research.  We would have liked to have more rounds of surveys, to have a good 
representative outcome which we could use for a quantitative analysis. Due to a lack of time and 
resources we were not able to do so. As previously stated, we used the data to explore the 
mentality of the citizens that we surveyed. We decided to perform the survey by asking people 
questions and writing them down ourselves. That allowed us also to use the survey as a more 
qualitative tool, going more in depth whenever interesting answers were given. We had the 
opportunity to do so especially on open-ended questions five and six. Question 1 to 4 and 7 were 
closed questions. 
      Still, we tried to have the characteristics of our survey respondents reflect the total 
population. We could not find data on these characteristics of the Sundholmskvarter population, 
so we use data of citizens in Amager Vest, since this was the closest information available. In our 
survey the male/female ratio is 45/55 % and the average age of the respondents was 46.  In the 
entire Amager Vest area the male/female ratio is 49,8/50,2 % and the average age is 35 
(“Befolkningspyramide for Amager Vest bydel”, 5/12 2012). Home-owners represented 14,7% of 
the survey, renters 54,7% and 18,7% of the people lives in an Andel. This compares to 18,8% of 
home-owners, 54,4% of renters and 26,8% andel in the entire Amager Vest district (“Boliger 
fordelt efter ejerforhold”, 5/12 2012). In general one can see that have similar percentages in our 
survey population as in the entire Amager Vest population, so the outcome would be the most 
valid, given time constraints. We did this by surveying in different parts of the Sundholmskvarter 
area at different times and addressing everybody we encountered, regardless of age, ethnicity, 
appearance or other demographic factors. This way we tried to survey in a way that would give 
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us the most representative and useful data.       
        We were however, still unable to use the data to test if it represents the entire 
Sundholmskvarter population properly. These figures can therefore only be used as indications 
instead of rock-solid empirical findings. Still, regardless of our survey being a valid 
representation of the entire population, we feel the results gave an indication of the mentality of 
the people we interviewed in the streets and is therefore a useful source. 
 
Interviews 
 
        Data gathered from qualitative research were the main sources used for analysis after 
gathering and analysing quantitative data and Government documents. Our interviewing 
processes were prompted by Alan Bryman in his book Social Research Methods (Bryman, 2008) 
and by W. Lawrence Neuman’s book Social Research Methods (Neuman, 1997). Prior to the 
beginning of the study, each of the group members read the chapters on “Structured 
interviewing” and “Ethnography and participant observation” to inform us on how to conduct 
empirical research. Semi-structured interviews were chosen instead of completely structured or 
unstructured interviews. This allowed us to gather information relevant to our study, as well as 
allow the interviewee and the interviewer more freedom and the opportunity to ask unplanned 
questions. The interviewers planned some questions so that they could be worded in a way that 
would avoid leading questions. Avoiding leading questions increased the results’ reliability 
(Appendix I, interview guidelines). 
        One of the first steps towards choosing interview participants was determining the major 
actors within the Områdeløft process. As previously mentioned, one of the focal points of 
Områdeløft is the fact that multiple actors contribute to the process. Although there may be many 
stakeholder types involved, the city of Copenhagen itself is quite small compared to other 
European cities. For this reason, several key people who were contacted responded by sending us 
to the Secretariat in Sundholmskvarteret. Their reaction to send researchers to the area’s 
Secretariat also illustrates decentralisation within the Municipal political system. The Secretariat 
therefore acted as a beginning point towards investigating the area. The Secretariat’s office is a 
central node within the District’s social network, at least for those involved in the Områdeløft. 
        Our interview informants all had an insider’s perspective on the Områdeløft process, 
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because combined with others from outside the Secretariat, they decide the scope that Områdeløft 
will have in the area. The longest interviews were scheduled, private, group interviews, meaning 
the researchers and interviewee(s) were the only ones present, but a number of informal 
interviews occurred while attending various community functions. These informal interactions 
increased our knowledge of the area, strengthened our relationship with key actors in the process, 
and allowed for low-stress environments so that the participants, as well as the researchers, could 
speak openly and without fear of saying the “wrong” thing. Informal interviews increased our 
connection with those “on the ground”, instead of developing a report too heavily based in 
abstractions. Though some may argue with the contention that ‘small talk’ can lead to significant 
data, the information gathered from these interactions helped develop a more nuanced and well-
rounded understanding. 
 We made a distinction between different kinds of interview participants. First of all, there 
were expert interviews, giving insights on the Områdeløft and more general trends on planning 
the city of Copenhagen from an outside perspective. These interviews were on a more theoretical 
level and provided us with some critical views. Second of all, there were interviews with actors 
who are active on a professional level. These interviews gave an insight view of the Områdeløft 
and provided us with the municipal view on the process. They are the ‘ambassadors’ of the 
existing processes. Third of all, there were interviews with actors who have professional 
knowledge. These interviews were very important to see how actors without professional 
knowledge view the structures that are created by actors on a professional level.  
        The major informants in the study were:  ‘Sekretariatsleder og projektchef’/Secretariat 
Leader and Project Head (Øystein Leonardson), Architect and ‘Projektmedarbejder’/Project 
Leader (Mette Prag), Members of the Steering Committee (Pedram Yosefi and Colette Albright), 
and an independent researcher from Aalborg Universitet (Hans Thor Andersen). Informal 
interviews occurred at the meetings discussed in subsequent sections, on the street during 
surveying, between professors at Roskilde Universitet (Lasse Koefoed, John Andersen and John 
Pløger), and with a documentary filmmaker/integration researcher. 
 
Interview Participants 
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The interview locations matched what one could call the participants’ natural 
environments: workplaces and homes. One workplace was the Secretariat Office at 
Sundholmsvej 4B. The personal interviews lasted for more than one hour and the longest was 
over 2.5 hours. They were held without others present, to focus exclusively on the interviewee’s 
perceptions and beliefs. The semi-structured interview format allowed enough flexibility to have 
a conversation with the interviewees, thereby increasing their comfort level and reducing the 
chance they were attempting to fit any ‘good interviewee’ paradigms (Bryman, 2008). The 
Secretariatsleder, Leonardson, granted us access to the Steering Group closed meeting and other 
interview participants. The Secretariat employees also supplied resources such as neighbourhood 
statistics and showed other places to find information. 
        
            The interview participants’ different backgrounds and specialties meant that we had to 
tailor our questions’ focuses for each interview. The following section outlines reasons for 
choosing certain themes to focus on. 
 
Trends in interview questions 
 
        Material from the municipal government stated that Steering Group members were 
elected, but provided no further details regarding the level of openness in the election process. As 
one of the key Secretariat leaders, Leonardson was one of the most important actors to question 
regarding how the Secretariat envisioned the Steering Group election. Steering Group members, 
Colette Albright and Pedram Yosefi were asked similar questions regarding how the Steering 
Group was formed. Their first-hand experience throughout the election process added reliability 
to the report. 
Municipal-local relationships were discussed in every interview. They were necessary at 
the beginning of the interviews for background knowledge and to situate the Områdeløft 
programs in relation to the overall political structures of Copenhagen and Denmark. The theory 
chapter discusses the planning literature’s positioning of local Secretariats and Councils as useful 
actors for stimulating an area’s change. Asking Steering Group members (Yosefi & Albright) 
these questions compares discourse with reality. Academic researchers are slightly more removed 
from the ‘first-hand’ experiences witnessed by the Områdeløft employees/participants and they 
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can traditionally be viewed as experts. Nonetheless, academic viewpoints focus on another scale: 
the municipal-local relationship, as seen from a vantage point from above, i.e.- a 
university/research institute setting. Questions regarding Copenhagen’s local politics and 
Denmark’s national politics also related on-going developments with governance theories. 
Stakeholders’ answers clarified themes of private/public partnerships and the limits and 
possibilities of local networks. In fact, key words such as “networks”, “networking”, 
“participation”, and “sustainability” were discussed by participants in a variety of settings 
ranging from closed meetings, public meetings, personal interviews, and informal interviews. 
        Another theme throughout the questions involved structural issues and cycles of poverty. 
The neighbourhoods are targeted because of socio-economic factors. To what extent do the actors 
see these problems as cyclical? The question asks whether the leaders in the process focus 
explicitly on combating poverty as they lead their programs. The question also raises a discussion 
regarding the relationship between physical changes, i.e.- façade uplift, and social changes, i.e.- 
what many actors loosely termed integration  of immigrants. 
        Before the interviews, we were interested in investigating how effective the renewal 
process could be in actually changing the situations of neighbourhood residents. Since many of 
the problems they face are structural issues, we needed to ask whether private and public actors 
confront these issues and how they do it. One struggle discovered throughout the course of the 
interview was the fact that the ‘success’ of Områdeløft programs are neither quantified by the 
municipal government, nor the Secretariat. For this reason, we had to compare the 
Sundholmskvarter with reports on Områdeløft and Kvarterløft  generated by university 
researchers and other academics. 
        On the other hand, a discussion with Dr. John Andersen of Roskilde Universitet regarding 
Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) strategies, showed that the model is gaining 
strength among planning practitioners in Denmark. We asked interview respondents questions to 
understand whether the Secretariat practices these goals and how they are practiced. The question 
was also designed to draw material from the planning literature (specifically the Kvarterplan), 
released by the Secretariat. The material shows that the Sundholmskvarter was chosen not only 
because of social and technical issues but because of promise for a new future and new identity: 
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“People are beginning to talk about Sundholmskvarter as a neighbourhood like Vesterbro” 
(Appendix III, Interview with Ø. Leonardson, p. 2)  
 
Knowing these strengths was important in communicating with other actors later in the research 
process. 
 After transcribing the interviews, the transcripts were re-arranged according to theme. 
First, various themes were identified in the text, such as “encouraging participation”, “network 
creation”, and “shortcomings”. The texts were then copied, pasted, and sorted into another 
document according to theme and the interview partner who said the quote. This method enabled 
us to scan the lengthy transcriptions once for basic content analysis and then probe deeper into 
the text, once they were rearranged by theme. We could then cross-reference each actors’ claims 
and opinions regarding specific categories.  
 
Participant-Observation 
 
        Qualitative information was gleaned from attending four events (Appendix VI, 
Participant Observations). Each event had a different focus and was intended to attract a 
different array of stakeholders. The four events are outlined below: 
 
·      Amager Vest Local Council, Monthly Meeting – (23/10 2012),  
Peder Lykkes Center, (Peder Lykkes vej 65, 2300 København S) 
o   Closed Meeting (spectators welcome) 
• Importance: The meeting was a full-Council meeting, meaning all were expected to 
attend. The researchers could observe an average meeting with many opportunities for 
conversations with key actors after the meeting’s close. 
 
·      Sundholmsvejkvarterets Områdeløft, Steering Group Meeting – (24/10 2012), Bella Sky 
Hotel, (Center Boulevard 5, 2300 København S) 
o   Closed Meeting 
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• Importance: A ‘behind-the-scenes’ look at a Steering Group meeting in practice. Only 
Steering Group members and Secretariat staff attended because the meeting was held at 
the Bella Sky Hotel with dinner to celebrate the Steering Group’s return from a study tour 
abroad. The meeting was crucial because it was also the first time the Steering Group met 
to formally discuss Områdeløft exit strategies. 
 
·      Public Opening of Homeless Shelters in Sundholmskvarter – (1/11 2012), Sundholm 
Institution (Aktivitetscentret, Sundholmsvej 36, 2300, København S) 
o   Open to Public 
• Importance: Shows the results of one of the public design projects that involved the 
homeless men and women living in Sundholm. The opening was open to the public, in 
contrast to the aforementioned meeting. The event was located in one of the “nodes” in 
the Områdeløft network. 
 
·      Workshop on Skotlands Plads – (8/112012), Købnerkirken (Hemsedalsgade 5, 2300 
København S) 
o   Open to Public 
• Importance: The meeting shows the participation focus in practice. It also gave 
researchers a chance to mingle with the leaders (several of which were introduced during 
the Steering Group meeting) and private citizens at the same time. 
 
 
Of the four meetings, the last two were completely open to the public. The first was open 
to the public, but these people could only observe the happenings—they could not comment on 
the proceedings nor add to the agenda. The second meeting in the list was closed to the public. 
Only members of the Steering Group were allowed to attend. The meeting’s status as ‘open’ or 
‘closed’ was important to know because it changed the composition of who was allowed inside 
and also what the meeting’s purpose was. No matter what type of meeting, the participation 
occurred as overt observers (Bryman, 2008, p.403 ff.). Researcher status was made clear to the 
events’ organizers beforehand and the research group introduced themselves before the start of 
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each event. Each researcher took notes throughout the meetings. The Danish researcher took 
specific notes about the proceedings and noted details such as actors’ opinions, logistics of the 
proposals made throughout the meeting, and outcomes of these suggestions. The English-
speaking researchers noted meeting location details, demographic information, and more emotive 
qualities such as people’s potential attitudes towards the proceedings. The meetings were not 
tape-recorded because of their closed status, long length, and because of difficulty transcribing 
the many actors’ comments. 
The research conducted can be summarized according to three major meeting phases: pre-
meeting informal interviews, meeting, post-meeting informal interviews. “Informal interviews” 
were conversations with those in attendance at the meetings (i.e.- Local Council members, area 
residents, etc.) the conversations ranged anywhere from 5 minutes to 60 minutes. We tried 
focusing on the public participation process, although the informal quality of the interviews 
meant they were free to diverge onto other topics.  The pre-meeting informal interviews occurred 
as we introduced ourselves to the meeting organizers and people starting to trickle into the 
meeting area. We explained our purpose and reasons for interest in the meeting. In the case of the 
Local Council Monthly Meeting, the Chairman volunteered to give us a brief introduction to the 
Local Council itself and discussed what was on the meeting’s agenda. During the meeting, the 
researchers took a “backseat” role compared to the meeting organizers and participants. The role 
of researcher was not to drive the meeting’s events, but to observe how it would unfold. Several 
of the meetings included group work amongst people sitting in groups at each of the tables. 
During this time (as well as before, at the start of the meeting), the researchers explained the 
research goals. Although we would occasionally discuss things we had learned from other 
meetings, we were more interested in viewing how the meeting participants would react in the 
scenarios proposed by the meeting leaders and how they would create knowledge within the 
group work. The post-meeting informal interview phase was a chance to ask questions about 
what we had observed. We also discussed the participant’s reasons for involvement and discussed 
their opinions of the Områdeløft programs. In the case of Steering Group or Local Council 
Members, we also discussed their opinions regarding the governing bodies’ successes and areas 
in which they are looking to improve. Interviewees often discussed their opinions of the area in 
general and specific details related to local character and recent happenings. 
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During the Local Council Monthly Meeting, the researchers sat opposite the Council 
members, on the open end of their U-Shaped table. Since we would not interact with the 
members during the meeting, it made sense to sit together, especially so the Danish researcher 
could translate into English for the other group members. The fact that we sat on the other end of 
the room, illustrates different levels of power and control. The Council was leading the meeting 
and we were not involved in their decision-making, therefore we sat away from them. The 
Secretary for the meeting- in charge of taking meeting notes- also sat near us, something that is 
interesting since this person was also placed away from the main table. These observations are 
not meant to sound chiding or negative towards the Council’s conduct of the meeting. 
Placement in the Steering Group Meeting and Workshop on Skotlandsplads differed 
because the group was able to interact more closely with those present. The researchers each sat 
at one of the tables, instead of in a group together like at the Local Council Meeting. The 
organizer of the Steering Group Meeting suggested that we do this, so as not to interrupt the flow 
of the meeting and so we might could learn about different project groups. Since the tactic was 
successful during this meeting, the same approach was used in the Workshop on Skotlandsplads. 
Since this was an open meeting, in which the area’s private citizens were encouraged to come and 
bring ideas, the researchers learned from residents in the area as well as workers and volunteers 
from the Secretariat. 
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Theory 
 
        Urban planning scholars and historians use the following themes to characterize recent 
trends in contemporary planning processes. The theories draw inspiration from Post Modern 
thinkers. The relationship between planner and citizen is fundamentally changed through a 
breakdown of the “traditional” expert planning profession. Rather than viewing a schism between 
so-called ‘old’ (top-down) and ‘new’ (citizen-led) theory regarding planning, our study questions 
show that both paradigms can be applied to contemporary planning problems in Copenhagen, 
Denmark. The review of literature follows five main themes: participatory planning, governance, 
the network society, empowerment and communicative planning. A short discussion relating 
these theories to social science theories follows the literature review below. 
 
Participatory Planning 
 
       Participatory planning theorists work with what Patsy Healey terms “link-making” or ways 
of relating to other people. Healey’s Institutional Approach sees planning as a “framework to deal 
with encounters in everyday structures” (Healey, 1997, p. 55). Planning becomes a way for 
neighbours to negotiate their shared space. These individual actors are important because of their 
relations to others in networks. Certain organizations and physical locations become nodes in 
these networks. In Sundholmskvarter, these nodes include project sites such as Skotlandsplads 
and the park between the social housing structures on Kornblomstvej. The organizations acting as 
nodes include Sundholms Venner (an association that works with the homeless shelter, 
Sundholm), Købnerkirke (next to Skotlands Plads), and the Secretariat’s office. The public places 
bring people together more than just to discuss the area lift, but this involvement propels the 
spaces to become defining centres of place-making, at least in the municipal planning literature 
(Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009). 
       On the other hand, public participation and transparency within urban development are not 
necessarily guaranteed throughout time and place. It may seem contradictory, however “open 
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discussions and transparent decision-making” were characteristic of the 1970s and 1980s in 
Copenhagen (Andersen & Winter, 2010, p. 695). The time was also marked with rapid de-
industrialization, high levels of job loss, and a low tax base. To counter these social and spatial 
ills, the city’s urban regime changed to favour “decision-making through closed and non-elected 
networks” (Ibid). Despite these changes, participatory planning exists because of the shift from 
government to governance that has characterized political science thought within the last couple 
decades. Healey argues for the need to develop a ‘public realm’ and ‘political communities’ so 
citizens can more actively participate in new, post-modern governing structures. The 
Sundholmskvarter Secretariat and its Steering Committee work towards enhancing the area’s 
public spaces. The renewed spaces would encourage citizens’ participation in their community. 
Indeed, the projects described in their planning literature, as well as the ideas presented at 
meetings and workshops, emphasise building spaces where neighbours will meet each other. 
Examples of this include proposals for flea markets, community gardens, and better 
kindergartens.  
Social improvements co-exist alongside traditional physical renovations, such as building 
façade improvement and park redesign. Healey’s theories of hard and soft infrastructure are 
relevant in the space. Hard infrastructure is a way to challenge and change centres of power 
(called “structure of challenges”) (Healey, 1997, p. 253). Planners and the firms or governments 
that they work for set rules and steps to follow. The rules then shape planning process. Healey 
would label these rules and their consequences as hard infrastructure. Changing hard 
infrastructure will change how planning occurs and who it effects. Not being equipped with the 
knowledge or know-how to understand these rules of the game result in citizens who are 
bypassed along the way (Appendix II, interview H.T. Andersen). The Secretariat sets the 
precedent and rules for how the projects will convene. Soft infrastructure means “relation-
building” and ways of developing capital together, through dialogue (Healey, 1997, p. 253). 
Instead of focusing on knowledge stemming from an official planner, Healey investigates the 
possibilities for group learning (Ibid, p. 254 ff.). The planner’s role is to listen not only to what 
people want in their space, but also to their multiple ways of understanding the world (ibid, p. 
62).    
The Sundholmskvarter planning documents emphasize how the area’s identity is changing 
and how the neighbourhood is home to a diverse variety of people. Steering Group members 
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come from many different associations and backgrounds. As they work for consensus between 
stakeholders, they echo Healey’s theories of social organization and social change. The analysis 
section will also discuss how ‘privilege’ and ‘participation’ are two interlocking themes. 
Participation in area politics is imbued with a certain degree of privilege. The Områdeløft process 
targets areas with disproportionate levels of citizens who the municipality labels ‘vulnerable’. 
Even though these citizens are inspired to participate, they often lack the resources. As HT 
Andersen puts it:  
 
“Maybe it’s just your own life that you have to fight to get running in a proper way”  
(Appendix II, interview with H.T. Andersen, p. 4) 
 
Susan Fainstein critiques communicative planning theorists by arguing that even “perfect” 
communication will contain power imbalances between citizens and planners (Fainstein, 2000). 
The same exists between citizens. 
 
Governance 
 
Various theories of the shift from government to governance have emerged in recent years. 
Beginning around the 1980s, governments increasingly tried to create networks with civil society 
members, with the goal of being able to better deliver services (Pillora & McKinlay, 2011, p. 3). 
R.A.W. Rhodes is one of the most prolific scholars on governance. The term cannot be separated 
from networks, since governance is defined as: “self-organising, inter-organisational networks” 
(Rhodes, 1996, p. 660). Rhodes emphasises the importance of trust between network actors, 
however in reality, certain actors’ voices are more magnified than others. Waterfront 
development in Copenhagen’s southern harbour is an example of how various governance 
models (ranging from the hierarchical, corporatist type to more open, transparent versions) 
materialised in Copenhagen from the 1990s and onward. Gene Desfor and John Jørgensen define 
“flexible urban governance” as the tendency for public and private individuals and organisations 
to work together to produce social and spatial change (Desfor & Jørgensen, 2007, p. 480). 
Sehested’s account of the shifts towards governance settings is incredibly informative for the 
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level of detail with which she investigates policy changes at both municipal and national levels; 
however her focus is not on the political and economic actors propelling these changes. For 
instance, she writes: 
 
“The literature on professions describes how major public reforms since the 1990s have 
challenged the autonomy of professionals in all public policy areas.” 
(Broadbent et al., 1997, p. 249) 
 
However, why did the policy’s authors find it necessary to turn away from technocratic planning 
and why at that time? 
Some argue that the “New Public Management” system as described above (term coined 
by R.A.W. Rhodes), occurs because of contemporary government’s weakness and inability to 
provide enough services to citizens. Some go so far as to describe the change from government to 
governance as “outsourcing” their service-providing function to market systems. Rhodes uses the 
metaphor, “hollowing out of the state” to describe cutbacks to government-led service provision 
in Great Britain (Rhodes, 1997, p. 17 ff.; 87 ff.). The process of transferring power from the State 
to other actors, occurs on multiple spatial scales: from above, below, and sideways—or to the 
European Union, special purpose bodies, and the agencies, respectively (Ibid). In the 
Sundholmskvarter, most “hollowing out” occurs below, with the creation of the Secretariat under 
the Municipality, and then sideways when the Steering Group works with associations and other 
constituents. Since institutions are composed of the people running them, professional roles also 
change as a result of changing governance structures. The downsizing of planners’ autonomy that 
Sehested describes occurs as networks between civil society, politicians, NGOs and others take 
root.  These new governance structures emerge because of a flaw in the political system: a system 
with its own share of inequalities and exclusionary forces. Some theorists do not conceptualise 
government and governance as two entities, but rather two faces of the same coin:   
“Governance is the process by which we collectively solve our problems and meet society’s 
needs. Government is the instrument we use” 
 (Osborne and Gaebler, 1992, p. 24)  
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If the same forces and power holders shift instead to form networks, how can one be assured that 
the result will be any more equal than the previous iteration? 
Ultimately, governance is too broad a term to conceptualise all modern-day political 
science’s findings. Davies divides the topic into governance by government, governance as 
networks, and governance by partnerships, however more are certainly possible (Davies, 2002, p. 
21 f.; “Three waves of governance”, 20/12 2012). The three topics are actually a continuum 
ranging from most centralised, to least centralised and from most State-led to highest level of 
civic participation. Similarly, one can conceptualise the Amager Vest Lokaludvalg and the 
Sundholmskvarter Steering Group as having two distinctive governance forms. Our study shows 
that while the former has very little ultimate decision-making power, the latter has greater 
decision making potential. Although both networks resulted from government actions, one seems 
more likely to potentially drive change, even though both are given municipal money and the 
ability to budget this resource. In describing the history of the Lokaludvalg system in Denmark, 
the well-known researcher HT Andersen from the Danish Building Research Institute stresses: 
 
“...it was not a full municipality, but it had many of the same policy opportunities. But not 
complete control of the economy” 
 (Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Andersen, p. 3) 
 
The control of economic decisions proved important in understanding the Sundholmskvarter’s 
political situation. In our case study, some degree of economic sovereignty plus the ability to 
initiate local plans creates self-determination. Since these groups are not completely autonomous 
from State actors, they often operate in the shadow of hierarchy (Heritier & Lehmkuhl, 2011).  
 
The network society 
 
        At the end of the 20th century Manuel Castells wrote the trilogy ‘The Information Age: 
Economy, Society and Culture’, Vol.I: The Rise of the Network Society (Castells, 1996), Vol.II: 
The Power of Identity (Castells, 1997) & Vol.III: End of Millenium (Castells, 1998). With these 
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publications: 
 
 “Castells has been justly hailed as a new Max Weber. For […] Castells tries (and broadly 
succeeds) to comprehend, in one unified conceptual framework, the meaningful connections 
between a huge number of contemporary changes: economic, social, cultural and political.” 
(Hoogvelt, 2001, p. 126) 
 
        In his trilogy Castells describes three main developments that have been going on in the 
1960s and 1970s and which have produced a so-called ‘new society’: the information technology 
revolution, the economic crisis of capitalism and statism (communism), and the blooming of new 
social movements. These changes are creating first of all a new social structure -the network 
society-, second of all a new economy -the global informational economy-, and third of all a new 
culture -the culture of real virtuality- (van Dijk, 2001). 
        The ‘new society’ or ‘network society’ is characterized by the fact that new technologies 
have changed the way people communicate and have different ways of giving meaning to their 
lives, resulting in changing relationships of production/ consumption, experience, and power 
(Castells, 2000). The network society therefore:   “shapes the overall social structure of society, for it creates perpetually changing networks of 
social interaction […] producing new social relationships and social norms in contrast to 
previous times, when the structure of society was more or less fixed in space and time as social 
order” 
 (Hoogvelt, 2001, p. 126) 
        
        The ‘new economy’ or ‘global informational economy’ is characterised by three 
fundamental features: it is informational, it is global and it is networked. By informational he 
means “the capacity of generating knowledge and processing/ managing information determine 
the productivity and competitiveness of all kinds of economic units” (Castells, 2000, p. 10).  It’s 
global because the core strategic activities (e.g. financial markets, science and technology, 
international trade etc.) have the capacity to work as a unit on a global scale. The ‘new culture’ is 
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based on the emergence of a pattern of:     “...networking, flexibility, and ephemeral symbolic communication, in a culture organized 
primarily around an integrated system of electronic media, obviously including the Internet” 
(Castells, 2000, p. 12) 
 
 Planners should consider and plan according to the new society and new culture. For the 
case of the Sundholmskvarter it is especially important to consider the fact that these 
developments can change the spatial dynamics of the neighbourhood. Understanding these 
networks is vital to understand the process of creating local empowerment. 
 
Planning and empowerment 
 
        In the process of city planning, a planner can take on different roles. In her essay ‘New 
directions in planning theory’ Fainstein (2000) considers three different approaches to planning: 
the communicative model, the new urbanism and the just city. She does this by looking at the 
question: What is the possibility of consciously achieving widespread improvement in the quality 
of human life within the context of a global capitalist political economy? 
        In the communicative model the planner is a negotiator and a mediator between 
stakeholders.   
“What planners do most of the time is talk and interact [and] this ‘talk’ is a form of practical, 
communicative action”  
(Innes, 1998, p. 52)  
 
However, according to Fainstein (2000) is vulnerable because of planners’ tendency to justify 
communicative planning based solely on moral arguments instead of analysing the process’ 
outcomes. Doing this causes:  
 “…both the context in which planners work and the outcome of planning fade away from view” 
(Fainstein, 2000, p. 455) 
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 The new urbanism is a design-oriented approach that aims to use spatial relations in order 
to create a close-knit social community. In this respect their orientation is much like the early 
planning theorists, Ebenezer Howard, Frederic Law Olmsted & Patrick Geddes. However, 
because it is highly ideological, the philosophy is vulnerable for being unrealistic and overselling 
their product (Ibid). 
        The just city is an approach to planning based on equity and depicts the planner in the role 
of the advocate. The planner should not necessarily advocate the needs of a particular group, but 
of a particular program. Furthermore, there are two categories of just city theorist: radical 
democrats, which have a more radical concept of participation than communicative planners:   “They believe that progressive social change results only from the exercise of power by those 
who previously had been excluded from power” (Fainstein, 2000, p. 467). 
  
Political economists represent the other category and take:  
 “...an explicitly normative position concerning the distribution of social benefits […] [furthermore]the principal target group is the leadership of urban social movements […] [and] a theory of the just city values participation in decision making by relatively powerless 
groups and equity of outcomes” 
 (Fainstein, 2000, p. 467 f.) 
 
John Andersen describes empowerment: 
 
“Processes through which underprivileged individuals, social groups and local communities 
improve their abilities to create, cope with, control and handle material, social, cultural and 
symbolic resources” 
 (Andersen, 2008, p.19) 
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He describes four different dimensions of empowerment:  
- Identity/social empowerment: To change the perception from an individual “loser identity” to 
a more collective and resistant “winner identity” through establishing networks. 
- Symbolic/status empowerment: Is linked to identity empowerment. To change the negative 
reputations, images and symbolic stigmas of certain groups to more equal and appreciatory 
relations in society. 
-  Political/democratic empowerment: To organise and improve the capacity, resources, 
knowledge and mobility it takes to take an active part in political systems. This is both on an 
individual level and to strengthen the possibility to make changes in society that will be more 
fair. 
- Institutional empowerment: to improve organisational solidification on the various levels and 
sectors. This means to secure fair social rights, laws and regulations. Giving resources to bottom-
up initiatives, NGO’s, volunteers etc. and letting them participate in processes. (Andersen, 2008, 
p. 20 f.) 
 
It is important to distinguish between vertical and horizontal empowerment. Vertical 
empowerment is empowering upwards and outwards through the hierarchy. This could be 
empowering marginalised groups to cope with municipal and national administrations, let them 
have their say and be able to influence law-making and discourses. Horizontal empowerment is 
mobilising and strengthening networks inwards and between actors on the same level of the 
hierarchy. (Ibid, p. 21 f.) 
 
Majorie Mayo takes inspiration from Steven Lukes’ powerforms by categorising different types 
of Kvarterløft and Områdeløft strategies:  
- Participant empowerment: are processes where the participants are given the possibility to 
have their say, but they have no influence on the frames and agendas of the process. To use 
another expression, they are invited to play the game, but the rules are created by the 
administration. 
 
- Agenda expanding empowerment: are processes where the participants can introduce new 
topics for the agenda and therefore have a possibility to make smaller changes. 
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- Agenda transforming empowerment: are processes where the participants have the 
knowledge and power to question and transform the basic structures of the process. In this way 
the participants can develop new strategies and visions. (Andersen, 2007, p. 54)  
 
According to Pløger (2004), the Kvarterløft projects are aimed at local empowerment, although 
the outcomes are often modest. He sees empowerment as a matter of creating social capital in 
neighbourhoods by:  
 ”...improving citizens’ consciousness about the role of local involvement, and on how local 
political work can make a difference through such modest activities as writing letters to the 
newspapers” 
 (Pløger, 2004, p. 76) 
 
However, he also stresses that the Danish urban regeneration projects and their local secretariats 
as well as actively participating citizens, are at the bottom of a traditional planning system. 
Therefore, they are outside formal or informal political networks and informal political 
communication (Pløger, 2004, p. 78). 
        This means that also in the case of the Sundholmskvarter it can be expected that the 
different planning tools that are available for citizens’ participation in the planning process are 
not working, because they are outside political networks and they have no power make decisions.  
 
Communicative planning 
 
In the last 20 years public participation and mobilisation has been a more and more important 
factor in urban planning processes (Agger, 2007, p. 31). Communicative planning can be seen as 
a critique and an alternative approach to the more traditional planning, which can be described as 
rational, top-down, instrumental, hierarchical etc. (Ibid., p 33). Communicative planning theory:  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“…attempts to democratise planning by outlining some demands for how you establish  fair 
and inclusive planning processes, where every actor effected by a decision has the possibility to 
be heard”  
(Agger, 2007, p. 31, our translation) 
 
Danish urban renewal projects from the 90’s onwards, such as, Kvarterløft, Helhedsorienteret 
Byfornyelse and Områdeløft are examples of processes influenced by the communicative 
planning paradigm. Here the local citizens are seen as a resource and as possessors of local 
knowledge. Therefore they are one of the key actors in the process and they have to be mobilised 
and included to strengthen the projects’ roots in the local community and consequently social 
sustainability (Agger, 2007, p. 31). An abundance of standpoints have been made when different 
authors have been writing about the communicative planning paradigm. But one shared 
viewpoint is that the steering relations in society have become more networks based. The 
communicative approach is based on the idea that planning can strengthen democratic dialogue if 
the right approach and demands are fulfilled (Agger, 2007, p. 32f.)   
The main inspiration is Jürgen Habermas’ theory on communicative action. Habermas 
argues that there are four different approaches when you want to take a reasonable decision: 
instrumental (logic/rational), moral (values and ethics), emotional (emotional experience), 
communicative (dialogue and social relations). According to Habermas’ these different 
approaches help construct meaning thereby influencing our understanding of reality. Habermas’ 
argues that this is an instrumental approach that dominates modern society. Dialogue and more 
open approaches are more useful for decisions regarding morality and ethics (Ibid., p 36 f.). Some 
of the criteria for an ideal Communicative planning process are: 
 
- All actors that are affected of a decision must be involved or at least have the possibility 
and there should be an even right to gain information and be heard. 
-        The process is driven by common goals shared by the involved actors. 
- The process is self-organised and follows the main rules for a civil discussion. 
- The process  should strengthen the actors involvement and interest in learning through the 
built up an bonding with new relations. 
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- The dialogue should be understandable, honest and show that the actors see each other as 
legitimate representatives of different interests 
- There should be reciprocity and diversity. 
- Decisions must be taken on the basis of consensus of a large majority and there has to be 
a strong effort to satisfy all interests. 
 
In practice though, it can be difficult to fulfil all of this criteria, therefore it is suggested that the 
criteria are used as a normative tool that you must strive for. (Ibid., 37) 
 
The communicative planning paradigm also draws a lot of inspiration from pragmatism. Learning 
by doing is the main idea behind pragmatism. Pragmatism calls for the meaning of statements 
and concepts to be understood through their respective context of action. Therefore the truth is 
defined as what is meaningful in the given situation of practice. In the journey seeking the truth 
deliberation is an important factor. This is where discussions of alternatives form a part of the 
process. In this way solutions and the truth can be developed through dialogue. Some of the key 
perspectives of neo-pragmatic planning are: 
-        Planning is an activity that has different purposes over time. 
-        Practice are better focus than more abstract ideas, because planning is serving  
 practical purposes. 
-        The purpose of communication is to provide knowledge for action. 
- The practice of planning is judged by the effectiveness of the planners’ speech and 
actions. They must involve actors who identify and interpret concrete goals more 
than develop abstract theories (Ibid., p. 38 f.). 
 
Public participation in communicative planning 
 
 Public participation is an important part of communicative planning processes because the 
citizens are then acknowledged as possessors of specialised local knowledge. There is also the 
idea that the involved actors will be more schooled as democratic citizens in society. This can be 
seen as a way of building up institutional capital. Institutional capital can be divided into three 
different types of capital: 
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- Intellectual capital: resources of knowledge, the ability to have mutual understandings, 
identifications of problems and data. Coordination, cooperation better handling on 
potential conflicts. 
- Social capital: New networks, social relations, partnerships, etc. 
- Political capital: Mobilisation, ability to work towards common goals, broader common 
 learning that spreads throughout the local society, and new institutions. 
 
A research study on communicative planning processes in California, USA, showed that the 
build-up of the institutional capital was more important than the formal outcomes (Ibid., p. 39ff.). 
In the end, this can strengthen the final solutions’ sustainability and solidification. The planners 
and administrators have an important role in these processes. They decide the frames, approaches 
and expert knowledge that are being brought into the process. They therefore have a lot of power 
and responsibility for the foundation and quality of the discussions and decisions and also work 
for and against the involvement of certain groups of people. (Ibid., p. 43) 
 
Summary 
 
        This section commenced with a literature review of major topics relating to contemporary 
town planning theory. We are able to evaluate the aforementioned scholars’ theories in regards to 
contemporary integrated urban renewal in the Sundholmskvarter. Therefore, planning theory 
informs our study, but our study also comments on the validity of the literature’s main theories. 
With inspiration from Andersen (2008), the main concepts of the theory chapter will now be 
summed up. Although each concept is defined independently, all reflect similar themes. 
Participatory planning involves private citizens in decision-making processes. The planners’ goal 
is for the citizens to build consensus in planning projects. Governance can be seen as 
decentralisation of political networks working in the shadow of hierarchy. Andersen describes 
this in a positive context as flexible and effective network steering. Empowerment is the 
mobilisation and change of power relations towards a more fair distribution. Communicative 
planning is an idealistic way of thinking of planning. This approach can be seen as the key 
method for local planning processes like the Områdeløft. One of the outcomes of a successful 
communicative planning process is development of institutional capital: One of these forms of 
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capital is social capital which is the result of trust and  horizontal and vertical ties through 
networks.  
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Analysis 
Introduction 
 
We have found some interesting outcomes after considering municipal planning documents, 
theoretical contributions, and primary data through interviews, a survey and participant 
observations. The outcomes are separated into three categories, which form the main structure of 
this chapter: 
1. Analysis of the discourse and the municipal approach; 
2. Paradox of the discourse and planning practice in the Sundholmskvarter 
3. Explanation of the Paradox 
 
In the first part the findings on the discourse will be analysed. This part will mainly focus on how 
the planning documents and municipal structures are set out to create local participation in the 
Områdeløft project. The paradox of the contradiction between the planning discourse and 
planning practice in Sundholmskvarter will be considered in the second section. Finally, we present potential explanations for the paradox.          
Part I: Analysing the discourse and the municipal approach  
 
National and Municipal policy documents  
The municipal policy documents are designed to communicate planning decisions and strategies 
to the public. Throughout the documents, there is a sense that the planning process is widening to 
include other stakeholders. Interviews with those involved in the Områdeløft process illustrate an 
awareness that others besides so-called “expert planners” can take charge of determining spatial 
changes. Whereas the municipal documents plan policy for the municipality as a whole, the 
Områdeløft process begins by drafting a Neighbourhood Plan (‘Kvarterplan’). When speaking 
about the creation of such a plan, interviewees used phrases such as:  
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“In our case, the process was very much an open process” 
(Appendix III, Interview with Ø. Leonardsen, p. 1). 
 
Instead of trained planners drafting the Neighbourhood Plan, the leaders intend to use the 
strengths of the people who attend information and planning sessions. Even before the plan was 
first drafted, the Secretariat led a call for participation:  
 
“We had an opening workshop where ideas were formulated and we received I don’t know 
how many hundreds of ideas” 
(Ibid) 
 
One of the limitations of participatory planning occurs because the process is limited according to 
the number of people who volunteer as participants. The Secretariat was aware that only the 
voices present at meetings are counted. The Secretariat therefore used “a variety of 
communication forms” to “attract a variety of voices” (Ibid). One exercise involved asking 
children about meaningful (either positive or negative) places in their neighbourhood. 
        Public sector officials use the above examples to step outside of a normative professional 
role. Planning’s professional discourse changes throughout the Områdeløft process. 
Professionalism entails applying expert, esoteric knowledge to specific situations in order to steer 
the project’s outcome. Professionalization is made up of three dimensions: autonomy, distinct 
professional norms, and authority (Hallin & Mancini, 2004, p. 34ff.). For instance, greater control of one’s work can translate into a field that is more difficult for non‐professionals without specialised knowledge to access. This could then mean more authority for the planners to make decisions. The planning roles embodied by Områdeløft step away from this role. Like Sehested’s study of Danish planning roles, the planners studied here aim to “sustain open and plural network governance” (Sehested, 2009, p. 250). Sehested theorises that instead of completely adopting the communicative planner role, planners have adopted hybrid roles that temper professional authority with a search for other actors’ input and opinions. Process planners collaborate with both the public and private sectors and use their 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knowledge of communication strategies. They value “the right democratic process” (Ibid, p. 254). None of the interviewees involved in Områdeløft explicitly mentioned a shift to governance, the State’s decentralisation, or other recent political‐economic changes. They describe their motivation to include multiple voices along value‐driven lines. They also describe their motivation in terms of best practices that will result in better living spaces for citizens. The Kvarterplan’s authors--Secretariat, mayor, and other local actors including citizens-
- express that: 
 
“In an Områdeløft the key method is public participation ... An Områdeløft focuses on common 
forces and strengthens actors of the neighbourhood to take ownership of all the Områdeløfts’ 
phases. Therefore, the neighbourhood expands its options through the process and become 
capable of handling large local tasks” 
 (Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009, p. 9, our translation) 
 
From these statements it shows that public participation and engagement are a vital part of the 
Områdeløft strategy. Through this feeling of citizen ownership it is possible to handle the issues 
that are to be addressed in the area. This approach links well with the communicative planning 
strategies that are illustrated in the theory chapter. This process should strengthen the actors’ 
involvement and interest in learning. Through the development, new relations form that enhance 
this learning process. Also, the build-up of capital is linked to positive outcomes. A few examples 
of institutional capital based on Agger (2007, p. 37ff.) : 
• Knowledge, coordination, cooperation (Intellectual capital).  
• New networks, partnerships (Social capital).  
• Mobilisation, new institutions, ability to work towards common goals (Political capital) 
 
Variation within governance forms: Steering Group versus Local Council 
 
        The Steering Group and Local Council differ according to the role that private citizens 
play within the organisations. Non-council members are allowed to attend Local Council 
meetings or join in working groups. Working groups are groups of Council members that 
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represent different themes and interests. Non-council members attending meetings may pose 
questions and suggestions regarding their concerns during the meetings. However, they cannot 
vote or otherwise influence decision-making. Council members described this participation as a 
way for citizens to lobby them for changes they want in their neighbourhood. However, lobbying 
the Council will not necessarily affect the Council’s limited decision making power within the 
Municipality. This will be discussed later in Analysis Parts II and III. The “About the Local 
Council” website hosted through the Municipality states :  
“We meet once a month at the Local Council meeting, where you are also very welcome to 
attend. In fact, we always leave the first half hour of the meeting for you and other citizens to 
ask questions and make suggestions” 
(“Om Lokaludvalget”, 13/12 2012, our translation)  
 
The civic participation between the Council and residents are more formalised than the 
participation between citizens and the Steering Group. The members of the latter are picked 
precisely because they will interact with other residents on a day-to-day basis. This degree of 
formalisation is a key difference between the two governance forms. In practice, the differences 
are often blurred because of the number of sub-groups, working groups, and other governing 
bodies. In the end, the difference between the Steering Group and Local Council may matter little 
to the citizen actors themselves, however when viewed more critically, the difference between the 
Steering Group and Local Council regarding accessibility and influence is large. From the survey 
results, 68% of respondents had never heard of the Local Council (Appendix X,  Survey Data) 
         
Steering Group meetings consist partially of group work. The groups are formed from the 
stakeholders involved in specific projects. Exercises are undertaken to identify people living in 
the community who will bring others to contribute ideas and share their future visions. The more 
people who are involved, the better the Steering Group members see the process working since:  
“...the purpose of the networks is that we use our strengths” 
(Appendix V, Interview with C. Albright & P. Yosefi, p. 7)  
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Some of the projects began because of tensions between residents (VIBO et al., 2008, p. 4). In 
this regard, the practitioners’ focus on networks as area strengths embodies goals of Asset-Based 
Community Development (“Asset-based community development--an overview”, 25/10 2012). 
The Steering Group places a high importance on the area’s local history. They see this as 
important to residents. One of the suggestions posed during the meeting would “tell the history of 
the area through visual initiatives” (Appendix, Participant observation, p. 5). Other examples 
include Leonardson’s reference to mapping exercises within the area that connected the 
neighbourhood’s past and present.  
The area engages in link-making by encouraging the neighbours’ participation on projects 
that affect their lives and the spaces they reside (Healey, 1996, p. 62 ). Healey discusses link-
making when planners and community workers “deal with encounters in everyday situations” to 
understand how one actor would relate to others (ibid, p. 55 ff.). Planners in the 
Sundholmskvarter utilise Healey’s Institutional Approach in public meetings and events. They 
invite participants to share their perspectives and opinions. Like the historical, visual narratives, 
other mapping projects were used in the area. The mapping projects formed links between 
current, everyday neighbourhood perceptions and possibilities to improve the area:  
“So we made an art project where a group of school­age children surveyed the 
neighbourhood, pointed out places they had relations to, whether it was good or bad. 
And then they made like a kissing bench, like a huge dog’s poo to show too many dogs, 
this is a bad place, a giant sun and hung it on a dark wall and so on, to express what 
they thought about the neighbourhood. So we took that also as a voice”  
(Appendix, Interview Ø. Leonardsen, p. 1) 
 
The relationship between assessing the area’s value and using the area’s positive qualities 
is typified in the project called, “Fra hærværk til netværk” which translates to “From Vandalism 
to Network” (Appendix VI, Participant Observations, p. 8). By involving the area’s youth in 
clean-up and dialoguing projects, the planners combined physical renewal projects and social 
goals (Ibid). Link-making is also used when disputes arise, showing the planners’ consensus-
building function. During the “Workshop om SkotlandsPlads”, the participants directed their 
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complaints to the meeting leaders. Some of the leaders were from the Secretariat and others were 
hired from other Municipal and private architecture offices to plan the park design. 
In the case of the workshop, a couple residents were severely alarmed by the recent 
treatment of one of the elderly citizens in the area. When this occurred, the planners’ role 
changed. They were no longer solely focused on leading the group to design the park’s layout and 
propose social events. Instead, they needed to address the individual community member’s 
concerns. The goal was for all to work together and solve the problem (Ibid). Theorists usually 
discuss group learning between individuals and do not mention the actors’ relation to other 
spatial scales (Healey, 1997, 67 ff.). The aforementioned example, however, illustrates how 
participatory planning can sometimes place planners in conflict-avoidance situations that 
otherwise would be addressed by the local authorities (i.e.- police and fire departments). 
 
Even though networks are described within the planning literature as ways of lessening 
permanent municipal involvement in vulnerable areas, the networks can also be keys that grant 
access to the municipality. The existence of networks symbolises suitability for government 
involvement: 
 “...because here they can easily work because we already have a network that they can 
come and use” 
 (Appendix IV, Interview with Mette Prag, p. 4) 
 
In this way, networks become a bargaining tool, used as a currency to show the value of 
specific neighbourhoods. Lack of people working together (described in a general sense or 
specifically within Områdeløft) is seen as an area shortcoming (ibid.) 
        While the municipal documents frequently discuss networks forming between citizens, 
public institutions, and private corporations, the documents do not discuss the creation of 
networks between neighbourhoods undergoing Områdeløft. The interview partners did not think 
of networking in these terms either. Although the interviewees were interested in learning from 
other Områdeløft examples on a case by case basis, this form of networking was limited. The 
lack of inter-Områdeløft communication was surprising, given the tenacity of network-building at 
small spatial scales. Inter-Områdeløft networking was constrained because interviewees thought 
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the process would take longer than normal and may be cumbersome to establish (Appendix V, 
Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi). Moreover, one of the Steering Group members said 
that the Steering Group is somewhat hesitant to discuss the ideas of other Omradeløfts—there is 
an expectation that the groups will be distanced from one another, both spatially and in terms of 
working together. There is also the expectation for the Steering Group to come up with their own 
ideas without being influenced by suggestions from the Secretariat or other Omradeløfts. 
Therefore, if one area has a good idea, it is up to individual Steering Group Members to raise this 
point, otherwise, it may not be investigated further (Ibid). As the following quote demonstrates, 
there are some disparities between inter-Områdeløft communication depending on the Steering 
Group members’ perspectives: 
 
“But I mean if we are to take inspiration from the Nørrebroplads…  it has to happen by 
means of one person in the steering committee actually having knowledge about it and 
then saying ‘hey, we did something really good here and maybe we can use it here.’ And 
people would listen to it and maybe then they would decide if it’s a good idea or not. So 
it has to be a personal or individual initiative.  The Secretariat does not come in and 
says ‘hey, they’ve done stuff like this in that Områdeløft, do you want to do it the same 
like this?’ ... I don’t think they do that” 
(Ibid, p. 8) 
 
The idea of bridging between Områdeløft projects mirrors the idea of bridging  methods 
to increase social capital among vulnerable groups. Connections across citizens and groups also 
known as horizontal ties, “represented more productive social capital than vertical ties” 
(Putnam, 1995, p.74). However, it seemed the Steering Committee members had a greater 
interest in nurturing horizontal ties between the different networks that were established within 
their own Områdeløft rather than links between their Områdeløft and other Områdeløfts in 
Københavns Kommune. This mindset was described as being particularly Danish by a Steering 
Group member, although this statement should not be interpreted as the unanimous stance of the 
entire Steering Group (Appendix V, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi). Both Steering 
Group Members concluded that outreach to other Områdeløft groups is a question of personal 
initiative, more so than Secretariat backing. The Secretariat does not strive to label some areas’ 
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work as best practice, because “then people will start by thinking in that direction” (Ibid, p. 9). 
Therefore, a third reason behind the lower levels of inter-Områdeløft vis-a-vis networking within 
the community could be the Secretariat’s hesitance to determine a set path for the projects’ 
outcomes. 
Even as the groups are technically undergoing the same process, they are still aware that 
limited municipal funds and resources means there is competition for attention and the benefits 
that may stem from this attention. At the larger, Secretariat-wide level however, the stance 
towards cooperation and networking is more open since the six current area groups have the 
possibility to meet and use “networks between staffs” (Appendix III, Interview with Ø. 
Leonardsen, p. 6). Nonetheless, all interview partners discussed a focus on local knowledge and 
local work, as opposed to overtly focusing on building inter-Områdeløft networks. The next 
section will include an analysis relating Castell’s vision of network-building related in this case 
to participation within Områdeløft.  
 
Networks and participation 
 
        The Steering Group networks mentioned above are tools for making people participate in 
the Områdeløft, by involving them in a network in which certain people are already participating. 
According to an interview with two members of the Områdeløft in Sundholmskvarter’s Steering 
Group, an important part of getting fellow citizens to participate is to be a member of a network 
of people already actively involved in the neighbourhood (Appendix V, Interview with C. 
Albright and P. Yosefi). By creating these networks now in the Områdeløft time frame, the 
citizens of Sundholmskvarter should be able to continue these projects after the Områdeløft ends. 
The planning documents frequently mention using ‘networks’ within the target areas.  They 
symbolise network-building as a new approach for inspiring participation: 
 
“The local networks will ensure cohesion and coordination between operations and individual­
oriented and area­based initiatives so that all the involved parties work together in a 
coordinated way to realise the objectives of the development efforts”  
(Teknik og Miljøforvaltningen 2012b, p. 20 f.) 
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          Social cohesion is a major focus among Steering Group members and Secretariat officials. 
Networks are used as tools to reach a greater level of cohesion. The more people who are 
involved, the better the Steering Group members see the process working since:  
 
“the purpose of the networks is that we use our strengths”  
(Appendix V, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 7)  
 
A sentiment that was also echoed by the Secretariat Leader and Project Chief, Øystein 
Leonardson. The approach of the Steering Group is very much in line with Healey’s soft 
infrastructure, which aims at relation-building between the individual actors and group learning  
(Healey, 1997, p. 253). The planner should listen to what the citizens want with their space. In 
this way, the municipality can take on a more ‘hands off’ approach. Through these networks 
people can come together, in order to take care and maintain their neighbourhood.  
 
The following bullet points describe how the actors discussed networks and participation during 
meetings (Appendix VI, Participant Observation): 
• Steering Group Closed Meeting -- 24 October 
 
o Tents in city gardens during events (i.e.- flea markets, etc) to increase the local 
networks’ visibility  
 refers specifically to Skotlandsplads 
o Develop ‘street guilds’ to work in smaller groups and more easily complete “local 
micro-scale” projects. The goal is to constantly widen social circles and work 
within the streets’ existing cultures and histories  
 refers specifically to Multibanen  
o Create ‘participant contracts’- the next step in developing networks  
 cited during the “Presentation on Networking” 
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o Identify specific roles for yourself/your organization. Identify roles for those who 
are not present. Finally, identify who the person or organization needs help from 
and who else should be brought into the work. 
 cited during the group workshop on networking 
o Persuade the Local Council to operate from Sundholm. 
 refers specifically to Sundholms Venner, cited during their work-group 
 
• Workshop on Skotlands Plads Public Meeting -- 8 November 
o ‘From Vandalism to Network’ project 
o During the group work there was a mix of people in leadership roles and ‘private 
citizens’ 
o Introductions during group work highlighted each participant’s connections to his 
or her local area. 
o Chose contact people to stay in touch about continuing the work in planning the 
park and the park’s events. 
o Exchange email addresses and plan for follow-up meetings 
         
The list of networking proposals and tools illustrates the group’s focus on using networks to try 
and include as many people as possible within the renewal process. Here, they put the 
communicative planning discourse into practice, even if it may take time to determine whether or 
not these participatory strategies are useful in the projects’ long-run sustainability. The networks 
that exist in Sundholmskvarteret differ from an “ideal” network type. Throughout the group 
work, the participants noted positive qualities of the area’s networks, but also places where 
networks are not as developed. According to one of the project leaders: 
 
“We are very much into partnership […] but I think we are in an area where there are 
not that many workplaces here or shops that we can go into a partnership with. So 
mostly it’s other activities in the municipality that we work with” 
(Appendix III, Interview with M. Prags, p. 3) 
 
The lack of co-operation between local actors was also articulated on the Steering Group 
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meeting. The work group on ‘Sundholms Venner’ said that their projects were “treading water”. 
Some of the problems concerned the local actors/offices. Sundholms venner are experiencing that 
these actors can be difficult to establish contact and therefore cooperation with. They describe it 
as a “lack of interest”. The lack of cooperation can potentially have an impact on, what they call 
“weak elements”  fx. homeless people that are in the area. They emphasize that these must not be 
forgotten in the processes. Linked to this they were interested in looking for cooperations in the 
area that could be interested in working with Sundholms Venner, to create networks and social 
links (Appendix VI, Participant Observation, p. 7) 
 
Another similar example from the meeting was again linked generally to the small number of 
committed persons. The Steering Group discussed the amount of networking and communication 
to develop local commitment so that the desired solidification can be achieved after the 
Områdeløft officially ends. An  suggestion and demand for social places, like community cafés 
with social events where such encounters can take place and networks can be developed and 
strengthened (Ibid, p. 6) 
 
The planning documents’ discourse and the real life examples may not be carbon copies of one 
another, yet the interview partners and meeting participants expressed strategies to make them 
work in real life.  
 
Relationship to municipality 
 
        At the most basic level, it is obvious that there is a difference between the municipality 
setting the framework for proposed plans in an area, versus the citizens demanding grassroots 
change. In the first case, the municipality bears the responsibility of setting guidelines that the 
municipality says residents must act within. Alternatively, citizens could propose a series of 
changes to their spatial environment. This links well with Mayo’s different types of 
empowerment processes, that describes how much influence the citizens can have on the way that 
the rules of process are made: from just being a participant (participant empowerment) to be able 
to come up with suggestions (agenda expanding empowerment) and transforming the basics of 
the agenda (agenda transforming empowerment) (Andersen, 2007, p. 54). In the case of 
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Copenhagen’s Områdeløft programs, the proposed changes occur on multiple scales. As a 
municipality-led program, the Municipality proposed the neighbourhood Secretariat’s existence. 
The leader of this program stressed the citizen’s ability to decide for themselves how the changes 
would take shape: 
 
“But basically when the municipality adopted the community plan, which they did without 
comment, as is the traditional way to do it, that whatever the steering committee says, 
normally is adopted by the municipality. Then the municipality does not normally interfere 
with the Steering Committee’s work” 
 (Appendix III, Interview with Ø. Leonardsen, p. 4) 
 
The formal, municipal-level government has a slightly different relationship with the Local 
Council Amager Vest. At the October 2012 meeting, there was a plan to build a cycle path 
through Amager Fælled. Despite previous statements from the Council, several members felt that 
the Municipality was not listening to their concerns regarding the type of path, its amount of 
street lighting, and its course through the field. Despite an invitation from the Municipality, 
several members said that the invitation did not give them the final say. Furthermore, the 
representative sent out by the municipality to brief about the cycle path was an architect instead 
of a representative of the administration. Therefore, the local council could only discuss minor 
changes to the design details, instead of larger changes like the route. They could not change the 
agenda and the rules that were used to discuss the proposal. The citizens’ experiences in the 
meeting show a grey area between participant empowerment and agenda expanding 
empowerment (Andersen, 2007, p. 54). The Council members are participants, however it is not 
clear whether they will ultimately be able to change the municipality’s agenda. 
   Those most willing to talk with the research team expressed a certain level of tokenism 
from the Municipality (Appendix VI, Participant Observation, p. 3). It is clear that the existence 
of neighbourhood councils, teams, or other groups does not necessarily correlate with increased 
autonomy for these groups (Savini, 2011). The Local Council scheme was originally supposed to 
decentralise the municipal governance structure, however the original plan was only successful in 
one of the areas in which it was tested (Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Andersen). 
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On the other hand, despite the operating framework set up by the municipality, the 
Områdeløft contains a number of methods to give power to citizens at the most grassroots level. 
One such plan is based on the idea suggested by the Steering Group of incorporating guilds into 
each street (Appendix VI, Participant Observation, p. 5). The guilds would unite residents and 
enable them to be more vocal regarding changes in their area. Hence, there is clearly a possibility 
for the steering group to come up with suggestions and make their own plans for the process. 
Whether the guilds’ are examples of agenda expanding or agenda transforming empowerment, 
can be debated. The idea behind the guilds may not be to connect the people to the municipality, 
but  act as a tool to create community among neighbours. In the case of the Steering Group, the 
meeting observations show that the participants are only able to expand the agenda and not 
transform  it, because of the meta-steering of the municipality. The municipality sets the 
Områdeløft form and framework before the process begins. The Områdeløft occurs within a 
series of previous projects:  
“There have already been 10 Områdeløft in Copenhagen. Sundholmsvejkvarteret is 
built on the experiences gained [from other projects], including Holmbladsgade, Øresundsvej, 
and Haraldsgade” 
(Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009, p. 9) 
 
This demonstrates the framework set by the municipality to develop the process. Since the 
Kvarterplan and other documents such as the Boligsocial Helhedsplan for Sundholmsvejkvarteret 
were created at the beginning of the Steering Group, we see the municipal role in delineating the 
action plan for the area (Ibid; VIBO et al., 2008, p. 18 f.).  
The Secretariat facilitate the process and invite participants to an open process.  Linked to 
this argument, Agger also points out that within communicative planning processes the 
administrators have an  important role. They kick-start the process and therefore to start with 
decide the frames, approaches and brings their decided expert knowledge into the process. 
(Agger, 2007, p. 43) 
 In the first part of the analysis we have outlined  the discourse and the municipal approach 
that lies behind the Områdeløft. we have also pointed some of the problems and hurdles that have 
been articulated. Part II focuses on data findings compared to the overall discourse and planning 
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ideals. While the focus in Part I focused primarily on the municipality and people involved in the 
process, the focus in Part II will focus on the citizens.   
 
 
 
Part II: The paradox of the discourse and planning practice in Sundholm 
 
Analysing the survey 
 
The survey results show contradictions between the municipality and the Steering 
Group’s view of participation within the Områdeløft. The outcomes sometimes contradict  
communicative planning ideals. Additionally, the viewpoints of survey respondents sometimes 
contradict one another. We will discuss the different contradictory outcomes below. The full 
survey is found in Appendix IX (Appendix IX, Survey Questions). 
The first questions of the survey considered the Sundholmskvarter’s awareness of the 
Local Council and the Områdeløft. To the question “Have you heard about the 
local council Amager Vest?” the majority of our respondents answered negative: 68% had not in 
any way heard of the local council. Measuring the awareness of the Områdeløft projects gave a 
more positive impression: a small majority, or 54% of our respondents knew at least one of the 
Områdeløft projects in their neighbourhood. However, both are very  low percentages. We 
consider the percentage for the Områdeløft to be very low, since these projects are marked 
throughout the neighbourhood with large flags and big signs (Appendix XIII, picture 1) and the 
rest of the municipal strategies for the communication and visibility of Områdeløft 
(“Kommunikation og synlighed i Sundholmskvarteret”, 6/12 2012). 
What does this say about the awareness of the local council and the Områdeløft in 
Sundholm? First of all, it should again be noted that these figures might draw an exaggerated 
picture, because of the very limited number of response. However, assuming it being a valid 
quantitative outcome, it is not a very hopeful figure. It means that only a small majority is aware 
of the Områdeløft programs, and most importantly these projects are temporary because of the 
official six year times. Within two years from now, they will end. Opposite to the Områdeløft the 
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Local Council is not temporary at all. However, less than one third of the people in 
Sundholmskvarter is aware of the existence of the Local Council Amager Vest. Therefore, most 
people are already excluded from participating from the very start, by the simple fact that they 
don’t know there is a Local Council, let alone that they know they can go to their meetings. This 
is not in line with the utopia of public participation proposed by the Copenhagen municipality 
and planning theory. 
           Besides awareness, we also measured involvement among our respondents. Of the people 
who positively answered the first question and, thus, were aware of the local council, only 30% 
has ever been in contact with the Council. This is only 8% of the total respondents. From the 
people who knew of the Områdeløft projects, only about one fourth were involved in them: only 
14.7% of the entire amount of respondents. These results are maybe more concerning than the 
results from the questions measuring awareness. If people are not aware of the possibilities to 
participate and therefore act passively, they are more or less passive by accident. By accident 
meaning that they are not deliberately choosing not to participate. The percentages of respondents 
who said they did not participate—the involvement percentages--may fit this category. Of the 
people who know the Områdeløft, a large majority (70%) are choosing not to involve themselves. 
An even larger number of people did not participate with Local Council activities, functions, or 
meetings. 
           The low participation levels were not only noticeable by surveying people in the streets, 
but also by our observations at the different meetings and events. Three of the four meetings we 
attended were open for the public. The first meeting was a full Local Council meeting, in which 
the public was only allowed as spectators instead of participants. At this meeting only Local 
Council members were present and no other residents of Sundholmskvarter. The second 
observation was an event that was open for the public: the public opening of the homeless 
shelters in Sundholmskvarter. About 15 citizens were present. About 20 citizens came to the 
workshop about Skotlandsplads. It was a very surprising observation since participation is one of 
the things stressed as very important by the Steering Group. However, one of the Steering Group 
members interprets the participation in a different way: 
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“There is a law in Denmark, actually, that says to involve citizens no matter what, in every 
project. That’s very vague and can involve them in different ways. But as I said, that’s why we 
have the Områdeløft. Because that’s 100% citizen involvement”  
(Appendix V, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 23) 
             
           The goals of the Områdeløft program reflect the Just City theory proposed by Fainstein 
(2000).  The approach Fainstein describes is based on equity and depicts the planner in the role of 
the advocate. The planner does not necessarily advocate for a particular group, but of a particular 
program. If we see the Områdeløft in this light it should also be considered:   “a theory of the just city values participation in decision making by relatively powerless 
groups and equity of outcomes”  
(Fainstein, 2000, p. 467 f.) 
 
At this point it can be questioned if Områdeløft really involves everybody in an equal way. The 
Steering Groups functions as the residents’ representatives, but this would require the Steering 
Group to be a representative reflection of the Sundholmskvarter residents ‘demographics. The 
Local Council, expresses the problem with having an authentic representation of the public. Vice 
Chairman André Just Vedgren remarks:  
“ There is election for the council next year. The councils average age, distribution of gender, 
ethnicity etc. does not represent the population of Amager Vest”  
(appendix VI, Participant Observation, p. 3, our translation) 
 
The Steering Group’s composition is based on who voluntarily decides to participate, without 
taking into account if the group is an equal reflection of the total Sundholmskvarter population. It 
can therefore not be expected to be an equal reflection. For the composition of the local council 
the same problem is noticeable. This means decisions are made are made by citizens, but do not 
reflect all citizens interests. 
Regarding the Områdeløft program Pløger’s (2004) is sceptical about how it deals with 
public participation. He sees it as a program with modest outcomes, due to a lack of power at the 
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lowest level. Therefore, active citizens participating at the local or municipal level are basically 
still part of the traditional top-down planning system. The fact that the local council has very 
limited power, that the Områdeløft is only temporary and that the steering committee after the 
Områdeløft ends will lose its official status is all exemplary for Pløger’s (2004) interpretation of 
local empowerment: the power has not shifted to the local level, only the responsibilities. 
                                         
 
Networks and participation 
 
           The survey results illustrate the gap between planning theory and planning 
practice, especially when it comes to participation levels. However, in order for the networks to 
work there should be a high rate of participation. Furthermore participating should be for 
everybody, and should not exclude particular groups or minorities. In our research we found that 
it seems as if people with a lower socio-economic status are excluded from the process, although 
this observation must be further researched before it can be generalised. However, in John 
Andersen’s writings on empowerment he points out that empowerment should be seen as 
processes where: 
 
“...underprivileged individuals, social groups and local communities improve their abilities to create, 
cope with, control and handle material, social, cultural and symbolic resources” 
 (Andersen, 2008, p.19) 
 
More specifically he describes political empowerment as an improvement of the capacity, 
resources, knowledge and mobility it requires to have access and be involved in political 
processes (Andersen, 2008, p. 20 f.). This definition hence implies that there is a set of tools that 
one has to possess before they can have influence on processes such as Områdeløft. 
People of lower socio-economic and minority groups status were absent from the Local 
Council and Steering Group meetings we observed. The survey yielded similar observations. 
Lower socio-economic and minority groups were characterised by self-reported demographical 
information such as highest level of education. However, these observations are not verifiable. 
 In some instances, it can be argued that this exclusion was deliberately, but not explicitly 
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enforced to ensure that the information gathered will be useful. Fx. All members currently in the 
Områdeløft Steering Group were invited based on what they could add to the Group. The 
question then needs to be asked, should every individual citizen of the Sundholmskvarter be able 
to run for the Steering Group?  
           Besides this form of exclusion, it is also difficult to understand what planning and 
participation means and how it works in the Sundholmskvarter, especially for people with low 
socio-economic status. The way different groups and committees are structured and how they 
work together within the municipality can cause confusion. Furthermore, the actual role of groups 
and committees are somewhat confusing. If one does not speak the Danish language very well or 
if one has a family and a busy job, our observations show it becomes harder to participate in the 
community. Participation requires extra time and effort. Additionally, one’s role  within the 
process is not self-evident, but something that is socially constructed and given meaning by  the 
participants. Therefore, one must first see the value of participation before becoming involved. 
           Considering the above indications regarding possible exclusion of people with fewer 
resources, some of the most crucial criteria for a good functioning communicative planning 
system are missing. First of all, as Agger (2007) points out, all actors are affected by a decision to 
be involved or at least have the possibility to do so. All should have equal rights and 
opportunities to gain information and be heard. Although the Områdeløft creates the possibility 
for everybody to be involved, only a small majority of our survey had knowledge about projects. 
Something else keeps knowledge about the projects from reaching all parts of the neighbourhood. 
We have tried to explain some potential explanations, however there may be many more not 
covered in this report. The Områdeløft decisions are supposed to affect all who live in the area, 
especially those the municipality labels vulnerable, which in itself is a problematic definition. All 
are allegedly affected by the decisions, but not all participate in the decision’s creation. This 
raises the question who is responsible for this lack of knowledge: the citizen who has not been 
active in gaining knowledge or the ones running the Områdeløft who have not been successful in 
informing a large part of their fellow residents.     
           Second of all, Agger points out that the dialog should be understandable, honest and it 
should show that the actors see each other as legitimate representatives of different interests 
(ibid). Planning urban space is confusing and involves complicated structures. They are at times 
difficult to understand and therefore fail to include everybody. Especially people with fewer 
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resources may find it to be too complicated. There’s room for large improvements by just making 
the process easier to understand. 
           However, as Agger also shows it is very difficult to implement all the criteria for 
communicative planning in practice and it should be considered as a normative tool (ibid). 
Pragmatism is therefore important. When it comes to pragmatism, the Steering Group deserves 
more credit: the members are all volunteers working in order to make Sundholmkvarter a better 
place. They work in a very honest way trying to involve as many people as possible, but as the 
next part of the analysis will also show in more detail, participation has to come from the 
citizens’ side as well: if they do not make an effort, than it is impossible to create the perfect 
system in which everyone involves themselves in the planning process.  
 
 
Part III: Explaining the paradox 
 
Part I has described the goals and strategies used by the Steering Group and Local Council 
towards increasing public participation and ownership throughout the Områdeløft process. Part II 
uses our data to describe how these goals and strategies are translated into planning practice. 
Taken together, we argue that this creates a discourse2, which in general is defined as: “the 
fixation of meaning within a particular domain” (Jørgensen & Philips, 2002, p. 26). The 
originators of discourse theory are Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe  who were preeminent 
social constructivists. Discourses give meaning to experiences in everyday or individual lives; 
discourses also construct meaning for the professional and academic fields that use them to create 
knowledge. Practitioners with expert status (in this case Secretariat leaders, politicians, and 
planning department workers, for example) as well as private citizens engage in discoursive 
struggle when making meaning for their lives and work. 
 
 
                                                        2 Again we would like to stress that we use the term discourse as a purely analytical concept, instead of the traditional approach of discourse analyses. 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“[These] particular ways of talking about and understanding the social world are engaged in 
a constant struggle with one another to achieve hegemony, that is, to fix the meanings of 
language in their own way” 
(Jørgensen & Philips, 2002, p. 7) 
 
In the case of Sundholmskvarter, it is not so much different discourses that are at odds with one 
another, but rather the planning discourse versus challenges of including citizens in the planning 
practice. This is not to say that Sundholmskvarter fails at involving citizens in the design process, 
but that the goals of ‘democratic planning’ discourse pose difficult in execution. 
        In this section, we discuss possible explanations for the low participation levels 
encountered in our survey. We also explain other tensions that may partly explain the paradox 
between planning theory and planning in practice. 
 
Explanations for the low participation levels 
 
        The low participation levels we found in the previous part of the analysis raises the 
question: why are people making the decision not to involve themselves? Our survey shows that 
the answer for most people is very simple: almost 70% answered to either not have time, or 
simply not to be interested in participating in the planning of their neighbourhood. The other 
reasons for not participating differed from having too much on their mind (study, children, work), 
to having the feeling not to be able to add something or to not have the skills. Also, some people 
had misconceptions on what participating means. For example, one of the respondents thought he 
was unable to participate because of physical limitations due to rheumatism.   
Many of the respondents gave similar answers in the survey. This can show that there are 
large similarities between the respondents, but can also be due to the respondents’ desire to give 
socially acceptable answers. These answers correspond with what the respondents think is 
consistent with what is socially accepted. This may cause response bias (Hart, Boeije & Hox, 
2009, p. 231). A lot of people mentioned lacking the time to participate because of work, children 
and other daily life activities. Less ‘socially acceptable’ responses could include lack of interest 
in the subject or a lack of  knowledge on how to participate and doubts regarding the importance 
of participation. The respondents may have been hesitant to describe their lack of interest given 
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that our presence demonstrated an interest in the subject. Many of the survey respondents gave 
similar answers. This can show that there are large similarities between the respondents, but can 
also be due to the respondents’ desire to give socially acceptable answers. These answers 
correspond with what the respondents think is consistent with what is socially accepted. This may 
cause response bias (Ibid). A lot of people mentioned lacking the time to participate because of 
work, children and other daily life activities. Less ‘socially acceptable’ responses could include 
lack of interest in the subject or a lack of  knowledge on how to participate and doubts regarding 
the importance of participation. The respondents may have been hesitant to describe their lack of 
interest given that our presence demonstrated an interest in the subject. 
        Another reason that might explain the low participation rate is the deeply rooted welfare 
state, providing different services to its citizens.  In our interview with H.T. Andersen it became 
clear that people expect the government to take care of planning:  
 “The feeling will be, well I paid for this, but I’m taking care of my own job and somebody sits 
and expects you to be taking care of your children’s kindergarten […] Most people I think 
somehow disappear and believe; well we paid for it, that’s it.” 
(Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Andersen, p. 4) 
 
It seems as if welfare state in this particular situation may make citizens somewhat passive 
instead of actively involved. However, when citizens pay a lot of tax it is only logical that they 
expect services in return. In this way the citizens feel as if they have ‘paid off ‘ their 
responsibility. 
 On the other hand, low participation levels could be explained according to the 
relationship between privilege and participation. It could be that citizens require a certain level of 
privilege before having the resources to participate. Participation would therefore exist as a factor 
related to one’s empowerment, access to resources, level of free time, and other benchmarks of 
“privilege”. This is linked with John Andersen’s writings on political empowerment which was 
illustrated in part II. One way to inspire empowerment is to change the “rules of the game” or the 
governing institutions themselves and the “set of procedures and resources (political, human, 
and financial) that orient and steer deliberation” (Savini, 2011, p. 953). Communication 
problems were cited as reasons for the public’s--especially marginalized groups--lack of 
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participation, stemming from lack of awareness:  
“So what they’ll probably experience, it’s time consuming. You don’t exactly understand the 
rules of the game and they cannot communicate in the right way. So the chances that they will 
be bypassed along the way are really a big problem.”  
(Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Andersen, p. 4) 
 
The question now becomes whether Områdeløft is powerful enough to alter the rules, and thereby 
influence public participation in order to change structural problems. As HT Andersen states, 
changes within the welfare state system have resulted in new challenges. The challenges can 
occur despite of the shift to governance:   
“There’s trouble but you’re just putting someone in here, putting someone in there, but it really 
doesn’t change the game. The rules of the game. That’s one of the constant challenges with 
this. And it will be more and more difficult to cope with it, because the welfare state is under 
change” 
(Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Andersen, p. 8) 
 
According to Savini, in a study comparing Copenhagen’s urban renewal process with Milan’s 
urban renewal, new research must:  
“Reform and assess the endowments of aggregative institutions in a way that will enable more 
direct and deliberative political participation of citizens. In other words, in order to allow 
them direct influence in local decision­making, one needs to work on and enhance participatory endowments, i.e. the manner of redistributing rights, resources and power back 
to the voters”  
(Savini, 2011, p. 954)  
 
The differences between the Local Council and the Steering Group illustrate the need for 
academics to become more precise in using the term ‘governance’ to describe modern-day 
political-economic situations. As governments concede power to decentralised municipal groups, 
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their shift towards governance will not be an exact copy of other locales’ shift towards 
governance. The morphology of governance has been the topic of other scholars’ research, 
particularly Davies, one of R.A.W. Rhodes’ followers who separates “market governance” from 
“governance by partnerships” (Davies, 2002, p. 21 f). Similarly, governance models have been 
applied to specific planning and engineering situations such as water management (de Loe, 2009, 
p.15 f). Despite the divergent situations that are studied using governance models, they have 
common ties. “Market regulation” models are enacted by market actors through price 
mechanisms. These models are separated from “civil society” type models that are enacted 
through “engaged citizens” using dialogue and communication techniques (de Loe, 2009, p. 15). 
Therefore, a prominent current throughout governance research is a schism between economic (or 
‘market’) and socio-political (or ‘stakeholder’) forces. It is not the goal of this paper, however to 
separate market mechanisms from the citizen actors. In the case of the Local Council and the 
Secretariat Steering Group, both are examples of ‘civil society’ models who are constrained by 
economic forces. Municipal funds enable the groups’ work by paying for the events and (part of) 
the physical improvements demanded by neighbourhood residents (Appendix III, Interview with 
Ø. Leonardson). The key differences between these two governance models are: spatial scale, 
operating structure, the effectiveness of their proposed changes/degree of decision-making 
power, and relationship with the Municipality. 
       The Local Council concerns itself with more topics than Områdeløft. A few of the members 
of the Local Council Amager Vest also sits on the Steering Committee. One of them is the 
Councils representative of Sundholmskvarters Områdeløft. The Områdeløft representative links 
the two groups. 
        The two groups use different operating structures in their everyday management. The 
Local Council consists of 23 members. Of these people, seven are politicians (one from each of 
the Danish political parties). The 16 others are elected from associations within Amager Vest. 
Membership is not constrained to a type of association. There are association members from 
cultural, sport, and housing associations (Appendix VI, Participant Observation, p. 1). The Local 
Council’s politician members ensure that the Council will have high political diversity. 
Nonetheless, those we talked to emphasized that the power balance within the Council reflects 
that of the Municipality as a whole (Ibid). 
        In contrast, the Steering Group does not reserve seats for politicians. Instead of choosing 
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people based on a diverse range of civic society functions, the Steering Group members are 
chosen based on the quantity and quality of connections they have within the Områdeløft area. In 
this way, the open election process is used not only as an exercise in participatory democracy, but 
also as a strategy to advance the Kvarterplan goals and vision statement (Sundholmsvej 
Områdeløft, 2009, p. 8). Based on the interviews with Steering Group members, there is a bit of 
tension between practicing pure democracy and strategically drawing on neighbourhood 
resources. On the one hand, there is a desire to create a completely open election process by 
choosing Steering Group members through mass email lists and neighbourhood posters inviting 
citizens to run for Steering Group election:   
“And I suddenly saw [sic: a mass email] saying Saturday we’re going to have an 
election for the steering committee and we would like to have you to come and have a 
look at it, hear a bit about the Områdeløft and maybe you would like to join us. So, I 
spoke to him [sic: Leonardson] and one thing led to another and all of a sudden I was 
member of the steering committee” 
(Appendix IV, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 1) 
 
Neighbourhood organizations receive benefits when their members are a part of the Steering 
Group; they can use the Steering Group to positively influence their organization and the 
surrounding area. For instance, one of the members of the Steering Group told us about how the 
school board that she is a part of discussed these benefits with her: 
 
“But, I heard about it, because I’m in the school board at Peder Lykkes School, which is not far 
from where we met. And the headmaster he’s been encouraging me to, or us to join the 
steering group. Because he felt a bit alone there, and he thought that if I joined, that I might be 
able to back up some of the.. uhm.. projects that are important for the school also, not only for 
the school, but Birketinget (sic: one of the physical renewal projects)  is quite important for the 
school” 
(Appendix IV, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 2) 
As these quotes demonstrate, a combination of personal resolve and open call for participation 
were hallmarks of the Steering Group’s selection process. In the Kvarterplan for the Områdeløft 
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they illustrate how they have tried to recruit and involve people to the different activities that 
were launched during the Kvarterplan phase:  
“Those who were already firebrands in the neighbourhood have used the snowball 
method to get more people involved” 
(Sundholmsvej Områdeløft, 2009, p 8, our translation) 
 
The Snowball method3 can be seen as a way of using networks to get people involved that 
they could not reach on their own and therefore an attempt to create a broad and open process, 
but it can also be seen as a selection process made by their network. At some points, the open call 
versus invitation approach were difficult to separate from one another:   
  “In my eyes it’s understandable because you don’t want someone who isn’t going to 
  involve themselves. So I guess it has to be open for everyone, but how they invited 
people is a little different” 
 (Appendix IV, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 27) 
 
Even though open democracy is often romanticized within planning literature, the ‘hand 
selection’ approach is practical for choosing members that will remain committed throughout the 
Områdeløft program’s duration:  
“But I can understand why they try to pick some people so they have engagement from 
the beginning. Otherwise, you could be stuck with a group of people who don’t know 
really what they should do or why they’re here. But it’s a very difficult thing if you want 
it officially open” 
 (Appendix II, interview with H.T. Andersen, p. 6). 
 
Therefore, the differing election processes between the Steering Group and Local Council could 
illustrate two different approaches to governance, even both are defined as “co-operative                                                         3 “The process of snowball sampling is much like asking your subjects to nominate another person with the same 
trait as your next subject. The researcher then observes the nominated subjects and continues  in the same way 
until the obtaining sufficient number of subjects” ( “Snowball Sampling” , 17/12 2012). 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management” (de Loe, 2009, p. 16). 
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Discussion: Political accountability and the rescaling 
of issues 
 
Grey areas in local planning  
 
The planning process to stimulate vulnerable areas is officially divided into two different 
plans, the Områdeløft and the Helhedsplan, both of which work on the local scale. According to 
Nyt fra Sundholmskvarteret (2010), the purpose of the Områdeløft is to physically renew the area, 
whilst the Helhedsplan is focused on the social aspects instead of the physical. However, in 
practice the difference is not that black and white, there is a large grey area. Even within the 
Boligsocial helhedsplan for Sundholmsvejkvarteret (VIBO, 2008, p.18 f) there is recognition that 
there will be cross-over between the Områdeløft and the Helhedsplan because they share similar 
ideals. This is also echoed in our interviews with Områdeløft actors when it was clear that they 
were also trying to make social changes:   
“Basically, the Områdeløft is all about lifting the neighbourhood. And making it a better place, 
both socially and physically”  
(Appendix IV, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 5) 
 
“We’re working together with the social housing associations on social projects” 
  (Appendix III, Interview with Ø. Leonardsen, p. 5) 
 
 However, this vague differentiation between the Områdeløft and the Helhedsplan may 
cause confusion. The question needs to be posed, should the Områdeløft and the Helhedsplan 
stay separate or should they work closely together? Upon first instinct, it would make sense that 
the two would work closely together because they share such similar goals and were borne out of 
the same criteria, but problem arises when it comes to accountability goals. The idea of 
Områdeløft’s linkage between physical and social uplifting is a key theme throughout the 
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Analysis. Again, the actors involved discussed these changes as occurring at the local or 
neighbourhood level, encapsulated in the area defined as ‘Sundholm’s District’.  
Scaling of urban planning in Copenhagen 
 
To understand the concept of scale, Herod’s Tree Metaphor will be used. The metaphor 
encapsulates the idea of scale by using the idea of networks of trees roots connected to a tree 
trunk to illustrate that there are large variations between the different forms, levels and sizes of 
scale. It shows that all these different scales are all linked together and have the ability to affect 
each other (Herod, 2009, p. 228 f). Koefoed & Simonsen (2010) states that scales are socially 
constructed. The construction processes are material and representational. They are not 
ontologically given categories but constructed through historical processes. One can understand 
different geographic scales as separate and detached units. They are linked together and are 
woven into each other (Ibid,  p.33). As the introduction has illustrated, urban planning in 
Denmark is divided into four hierarchical Scales; national, regional, municipal and local, 
respectively (“Byplanlægning”, 25/11 2012). Planners and others in the administration use these 
multiple scales to make legislations and address the power and responsibility of the different 
challenges in planning. Using a hierarchical scale-based planning, the municipality works in a 
similar way. Each scale represents a higher step in the political and economic hierarchy, yet the 
developments of governance, networking, communicative planning, and public participation, use 
bottom-up approaches so, it can be argued that these connections are to a higher degree more 
decentralised and less hierarchical. With this in mind the concept of scale will now be discussed 
through the Amager Vest Local Council and Sundholmskvarter Områdeløft case.          
 
As is outlined in the first section of the analysis, the planning documents released by the 
municipality creates a discourse where public participation forms an integral part of the 
Områdeløft. Other than a theoretically more transparent and open planning process, questions 
need to be asked of the other motives or incentives for the municipality to hand power over to or 
even engage the citizens.  
From meetings with members of the Amager Vest Local Council, it was clear that there 
was a general sense of hopelessness and scepticism surrounding their importance as 
representatives and leaders in their area. The Local Council members constantly questioned their 
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own role in the decision making process, as they felt the Municipality always had the final word 
on all planning decisions no matter how or what they were involved  in the process. This reduced 
the importance and value they placed on the meetings especially because officially, they were 
limited to only being able to allocate grants to the community using the limited amount of funds 
they received (Appendix XI, Participant Observation, p. 3f.). In this sense, it can be said that the 
Council members felt that power was mainly flowing in the one direction. In that way, their role 
was mainly to be informed of planning projects and to come up with suggestions without being 
able to perform anything concrete or officially influence decisions and the greater planning 
agenda. This Council is meant to be the first point of contact that the local residents had to gain 
access to the Municipality and their planning process. But if the Local Council themselves feel 
that power is only flowing in the one direction, then how can people feel empowered by being 
involved with the Local Council? What incentive do people have to be communicate with the 
Local Council? Is the Local Council simply just a strategic move from the municipality to create 
another layer of management between themselves and the public?  
From this point of view, further questions of lasting empowerment of Steering Group 
members after the end of the Områdeløft need to be asked. As pointed out by the Project Leader, 
Mette Prag,  and various Steering Group members, after the Områdeløft, the management of 
networks stemming from the it will be entirely managed by citizens themselves. Without power 
given to them by the municipality or formal legislation to recognise them or the power to 
formally collaborate with and influence planning decisions, or even funds allocated to them, the 
networks formed after the Områdeløft has the potential to walk in the same direction as the Local 
Council. Can this then be argued as a strategic move by the government to shift responsibility and 
accountability to the citizens? 
However, this concept of allowing the citizens to completely manage these post-
Områdeløft networks has its advantages. Wainwright (2007) notes that the most successful public 
facilities and services are ones that are common resources. This is because she argues, the ones 
that use the services and facilities are in the best position to be able to know their wants and 
needs and hence a collaboration between the providers and the users need to be present. In her 
paper, she questions whether public facilities and services provided and managed only by the 
State are indeed common resources. Common resources are resources where it is implied that 
there is open access and collaborative self-management between those who use a resource and 
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those who provide it. Using this, it can be seen that the public facilities and services created as a 
result of the Områdeløft are wanting to be common resources as it is necessary for these to be 
successful in order to be sustained in the long term.  
Whereas on the one hand, a State service has the potential to be very inaccessible because 
the forms of management can be exceedingly complicated, alienating both the users and 
providers (Ibid). On the other hand, a service completely run by the citizens can be beneficial as 
the managers will be closer to the users, but a problem arises when these users and managers are 
completely isolated and do not have the means, in particular funds, to be able to be sustainable in 
the long run. Using this argument the question lies in whether or not this new participatory and 
collaborative approach as seen in the Områdeløft in Sundholmskvarter can serve to address these 
concerns that Wainwright proposes.  
Furthermore, concerns are raised over the implications of the project approach that has 
been adopted by Københavns Kommune. As the project approach can have the potential to begin 
by creating services and facilities that are managed collaboratively, but then completely remove 
its support once the Områdeløft is officially over. Hence, concerns are raised over whether or not 
these potentially newly established ‘common goods’ or resources, created as part of the exit 
strategy in the Områdeløft, will be able to be maintained in the long term without the current help 
from the Secretariat. The project approach means that the communicative structure created for 
and during the Områdeløft process will be dismantled at the conclusion of the Områdeløft. Does 
this mean that the facilities and services created during the Områdeløft will then become a part of 
services and facilities managed by the State or will they become entirely managed by the 
citizens? If they revert back to being managed by this system of representative democracy where 
actual community interests may be misunderstood, can it be said that the Områdeløft has really 
taken a step towards empowering and creating suitable facilities?  
The Områdeløft doesn’t affect the underlying structural problems of the vulnerable areas. 
In the interview with H.T. Andersen (Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Andersen) it became clear 
that why areas are vulnerable is because there’s a concentration of people with low education and 
low income. Most of the time, these areas are separated according to racial lines. Immigrants 
from non-western countries, who besides having few resources, could also lack skills such as 
writing and speaking the Danish language. Both in the “Integrated urban renewal” and in “The 
policy for disadvantaged areas in Copenhagen” disadvantaged areas are characterised by the 
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following objective indicators: small flats, flats which  lack basic installations, unemployment,  
low/no education, low income and  non-western origin  (Teknik- og Miljøforvaltningen,2012a, p. 
9;Teknik- og miljøforvaltningen, 2012b, p. 15).  Some of these indicators are not easily solved on 
a local level, because they are of a more structural nature. For example the problems of citizens’ 
low/no education, low income or unemployment, which are at the basis of why areas are 
vulnerable, are supposed to be solved through projects like the Områdeløft at a local level. The 
national government’s policy-making responsibility is absent from the vulnerable area plans. 
Urban renewal is intended to occur on a case-by-case basis. Furthermore, using the indicator non-
western origin as a characteristic for vulnerable areas is problematic for three reasons. First of all, 
non-western countries cannot be seen as one homogeneous group sharing similar culture and 
characteristics. Second of all, non-western does not necessarily equal low socio-economic status, 
a lack of Danish language skills etc. Finally, this indicator marks certain groups as a problem 
source creating a sense of being excluded . This can result in a lack of trust in the system.       
Seen from a cynical perspective, the national and municipal governments could therefore 
be washing their hands of responsibility by shifting power to the people on the local scale. If the 
measures designed and implemented by citizens (the “7 new urban spaces” for instance) are not 
sufficient in uplifting the area’s social needs, the blame may be placed on the citizens involved 
instead of public sector actors. Whilst shifting responsibility to the local scale, the governments 
do not give local actors the power to actually make the decisions that are necessary to solve the 
structural problems. It appears as if the decentralising and re-scaling of power is just a facade 
built up to keep out critical views. After all, the municipality argues that the problem should be 
solved at a local level, because that’s where the best knowledge is and where the best decisions 
are made. The theory section argues that prominent theorists make the same argument. However, 
local level actors are not capable of dealing with these structural issues alone. Larsen (2008) 
advocates for a broader definition of vulnerable areas. He stresses that you have to include more 
dimensions than the more standard criteria such as the percentage of ethnic minorities, 
unemployment and so on. Furthermore, not all vulnerable areas can be included under a common 
definition. There are similarities and differences from one area to another and you have to 
identify and analyse them in order to discuss and develop strategies for the proposed regeneration 
processes (Larsen, 2008, p. 47 f.). With the focus on employment policy he elaborates on the 
problems that can occur if the focus is not wide enough: 
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“An employment growth on the individual scale does not necessarily lift the area if 
those who get employed moves from the area and the group of people who are moving in 
continue to be dominated by  citizens out of the labour market ”   
(Ibid., p. 48, our translation) 
 
  On the other hand, if municipal or national employment policies are mixed with 
initiatives like enhancing the image of the area, physical improvement, a higher level of 
individual feeling of safety, social capital, networking between the citizens there is a potential for 
a positive development (Ibid.). The Områdeløft team emphasizes similar qualities throughout 
their networking initiatives. The list of initiatives above shows that there are a lot of issues to 
address when you are working on improving vulnerable areas and that it is difficult to solve one 
issue without looking at the others. They can be linked together, overlap,  and appear on different 
scales. Problems that appear on a local scale can therefore in reality be structural problems that 
should be addressed on the national scale. Visualizing a net of scales helps one understand the 
scale metaphor and how the net of scales affects one other. Furthermore, some problems are of a 
physical character and some social. Therefore, the single scale planning process can lead to scale 
confusion, lack of overview, cohesion and cooperation between actors and also create problems 
with the distribution of power and responsibility. The quote from Larsen (2008) also shows that a 
place is not static in its nature. It changes through time. This matter of changes opens for the 
possibility to drive the area into a more positive direction through initiatives like Områdeløft, but 
also, move the problems to another area or experience that people with low socio-economic status 
keep on moving in at Sundholmkvarter creating similar issues. At the Steering group meeting the 
Sundholms Venner were discussing the possibility to attract people with a higher socio-economic 
status to develop more resources in the area through the so-called ‘Almennyttig Plus’ apartments 
(Appendix VI, Participation Observation). Almennyttig Plus are a newer social housing scheme 
where:  
“The target group is primarily families with children who want to make an effort in the 
maintenance of their own home and at the same time want to be part of a social community” 
(“Almenbolig+”, 19/12 2012) 
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This could ideally attract more resources to the area but to heighten the amount of resources  by 
attracting new tenants does not necessarily solve the problem for the existing population if these 
are not to a certain degree integrated and involved in their new neighbourhood. This could in the 
worst case create new gaps, conflicts or gentrification processes.    
 
Conversely, one can also see a more positive view of the Områdeløft. The lack of 
involvement by formal political actors could inspire people to take matters into their own hands. 
They could be inspired to act, instead of merely talking about the area’s needs. Participatory and 
communicative planning discourse is advocated at the same time as the State increasingly leaves 
development decisions to private developers or public-private partnerships (Majoor, 2008). 
Researchers should note the coexistence of these two strains of planning practice. Participatory 
planning itself could possibly illustrate “hollowing out of the state” (Heritier & Lehmkuhl, 2011), 
since the State deemphasizes its role within the process. Interviews with key actors emphasized 
the Steering Group’s responsibility for the plan’s success and the Steering Group’s responsibility 
to strengthen networks within the area. The job therefore, is (at least in theory) one for private 
citizens, their representatives, and the neighbourhood scale, more so than demanding change 
from offices that govern the municipality as a whole. 
It may seem contradictory, but some stakeholders also voiced the opinion that Områdeløft 
networking creates opportunities for connection with the municipality. As one of the project 
leaders from the Secretariat explains it:  
“If the municipality looks for an area where to put something that they need, then they 
often put it here, because here they can easily work because we already have a network 
that they can come and use. So they don’t put it outside of this area, because it is new 
land. Eg, if they say we have to build a new school in Amager, then they will build it in 
this area because we have all the networks and the steering committee”  
(Appendix IV, Interview with M. Prag, p. 4) 
 
 If this process occurs, it would mean the networks work to link the local scale with other 
scales. The Områdeløft is supposed to enable better communication between the municipality and 
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citizens. Instead of going through the usual channels, such as government bureaus, phone 
hotlines, etc. The citizens now have another way to enact changes in their neighbourhoods:  
“If you call the municipality and actually get through after two hours of waiting and waiting 
in lines, you aren’t going to get through. But that’s why they have Områdeløft. Just specific 
projects to get closer to citizens in specific areas”  
(Appendix V, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 23) 
 
The role of the State changes because citizens could have more faith in the system. This is in 
addition to the primary goals of the urban renewal process, namely improved physical character 
and enhanced social inclusion. 
 The Områdeløft allows more flexibility than traditional municipal government offices, 
since the process can be tweaked according to the needs of particular areas. The Secretariat and 
the municipality have a symbiotic relationship:  
“But that’s the idea of the guidelines. They’re just guidelines. The practical ideas are not set” 
(Ibid, p. 25) 
 “That’s what the people in the area are coming in with, because they know what could work. 
But I think it is a way that the municipality, they are importing something that it necessary“ 
 (Ibid) 
 
Here, the Steering Group members express the idea that the municipality is still needed for the 
Områdeløft’s success. The municipality is not superfluous, but continues a meta-steering role. 
 
This discussion has outlined both positive and negative sides of the Områdeløft in 
Sundholmskvarteret. At the Local Council meeting, one of the members expressed the Council’s 
problems with the municipality that have been illustrated earlier. The problems the member cited 
include: lack of communication, difficulty to be heard, and difficulty to make changes. But he 
also emphasized that this current constellation or approach maybe is the best solution within the 
existing frames (Appendix VI, Participant Observation, p. 3f.). Could this also be the case with 
the Områdeløft process? The Steering Group work is articulated as 100% citizen involvement and 
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as an open process (Appendix V, Interview with C. Albright and P. Yosefi, p. 23; Appendix III, 
Interview with Ø. Leonardsen, p. 1). But they are at the same time working under some frames, 
rules, and budgets which makes the possibility for change limited. The administration’s work is 
limited because it is situated under municipal frames and so on. Therefore it could be argued that 
the changes that must be made are at a larger scale than the Områdeløft.     
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Conclusion 
 
The project investigates participation in Sundholm’s Områdeløft and how the 
participation process relates to the discourse of democratic and communicative planning. The 
problem formulation is “How does the democratic or communicative planning discourse 
compare with neighbourhood residents’ participation levels using a case-study of the 
Sundholmskvarters Områdeløft?”. First the most important conclusions are presented based on 
the analysis chapter. The working questions are then considered in order to answer the problem 
formulation. 
 
The discourse analysis 
 
 Participatory and communicative planning theories show many similarities to the 
discourse presented by the Copenhagen municipality’s approach to urban renewal. The 
Områdeløft projects, which have been the main focus of this report, are completely based on 
active voluntary participation of citizens. Furthermore, the structure of the steering group 
meetings with networks consists as link-making, which creates ‘soft’ infrastructure and valuable 
connections in the neighbourhood with the goals of increasing citizens’ empowerment and social 
capital. These networks should maintain and  improve the neighbourhood after the Områdeløft 
has ended. The changes are partly explained as a product of a contemporary shift from 
government to governance that aims to empower people on the local level.    
 
The contradictions of theory and practice 
 
 Through surveying, interviews, and meeting observation we noticed a low level of 
participation among non-Steering Group members in the Sundholmkvarter. On the one hand this 
might be due to a lack of interest with non-Steering Group members, but also because the 
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meetings were perhaps not communicated clearly enough to all the citizens of Sundholm. The 
survey results show that 54.7% of those surveyed had heard of Områdeløft. 26% of people knew 
about the Local Council (Appendix X, Survey Data).  Another contradiction occurred between 
the idea of an open election process for the Steering Group and the reality of needing to elect 
involved citizens. People who the Steering Group thinks have something to contribute to the 
Steering Group receive special invitations, while it is difficult for others to find out about the 
meetings. We found that therefore the meetings we observed were not attracting as many citizens 
citizens of Sundholmskvarter as they could be. This selectiveness of participation is not in line 
with participatory planning theories, but at the same time it makes sense to only involve people 
who have something to contribute and who are willing to spent time and effort in the projects for 
a longer period of time. This pragmatic way of selective citizens’ participation shows the 
difficulties between theory and practice.   
 
Explaining the contradictions 
 
 We pose three possible explanations for low citizen participation levels. First of all, the 
municipality insufficiently communicates the process and the possibilities to participate. Citizens 
must make a special effort to understand how it works, what actors are doing what and how to 
involve themselves. Second of all, citizens perceive barriers for participation; they think they lack 
the skills and/or knowledge to add something constructive to Områdeløft. The surveying also 
showed there were some misconceptions regarding what participation means. It is clear that 
certainly not every citizen has knowledge on urban planning in their neighbourhood and this lack 
of knowledge creates a barrier for participation. Third of all, citizens see urban planning as a 
service from the government, which they pay for via tax. They therefore consider planning and 
regeneration some else’s job; they are not interested or they do not have the time to involve 
themselves in it. 
Working questions 
 
In order to answer the main question, three different categories of working questions have 
been made:  
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o Measuring participation  
o Planning discourse, official Områdeløft and kvarterplan documents, and program 
effectiveness  
o Steering group and local council structure.  
 
We will explain the different categories now starting with measuring participation. 
We found that participation can be measured by surveying and observations at local 
meetings, although we did not have the time and resources to do this as extensively as possible. 
Many of the survey respondents answered in similar ways. This could be an indicator for large 
similarities between the respondents, but it could also  be due to the respondents’ desire to give 
so called ‘socially acceptable answers’ in the concrete situation they were placed in. The citizens 
we’ve encountered were to very large degree unaware of the possibilities for participation in their 
neighbourhood. A small majority (54%) of the people surveyed in the streets was aware of the 
Områdeløft projects and only 26,6% of our respondents were aware of the Local Council. For the 
Områdeløft only 14,7% were involved and for the Local Council the value was only 8%. From 
our observations we also found that meetings and events do not attract much interested people, 
especially when the number of participants are compared to the entire Sundholmskvarter 
population. 
The Områdeløft is fully driven by active citizens who participate on a voluntary basis. 
Additionally, the Områdeløft aims to create networks within the neighbourhood. The Secretariat 
encourages establishing networks to support one another and increase social capital.  The 
neighbourhood residents are supposed to become capable of continuing similar projects after the 
Områdeløft’s end.  
 However, although the Områdeløft program seeks citizen participation, we consider the 
actual participation levels of non-Steering Group members as quite low. The Steering Group is a 
relatively small core of active citizens that represents the entire neighbourhood, although they are 
not chosen with the aim of representing Sundholmskvarter citizens’ demographics in a way that 
accurately reflects the entire population. This may lead to exclusion of people with less resources 
than the representatives. People who are not aware of the possibilities to participate may also feel 
excluded. These findings show that there are flaws in the implementation of a communicative and 
democratic planning process. At the same time however, there were also a lot of people in 
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Sundholmskvarter who simply choose not to participate, because they didn´t have the time or 
because they were not interested.  
 By shifting governance responsibilities to the local scale (i.e.- Sundholmskvarter), some 
problems are not solved, but rather re-scaled. The problems that make area’s vulnerable are from 
a structural nature, making them difficult to address. The Steering Group members should not be 
faulted for the problems’ persistence. It seems confronting the problems on the local scale with 
voluntarily participating citizens, is an almost impossible challenge if larger-scale national policy 
remains unchanged. On the other hand, the local input should not be underestimated. It is very 
valuable to have the networks that have been created in the Områdeløft in order to increase 
citizens’ access to local expertise and resources. With the right balance of responsibility and 
power between municipality and neighbourhood, the Områdeløft process can successfully 
transition out of the Områdeløft timeline.   
The Local Council, which is a permanent form of governance, has very limited decision-
making power while the Steering Group, which is only temporary, has more decision-making 
power. This shows that there are multiple ways of putting governance into practice. However, 
there is a lot of scepticism about the Local Council’s framework within the municipal governance 
structure. The members of the Local Council very openly expressed their doubts about the 
usefulness of the Local Council without the  decision-making power. It seems as if the 
municipality attempts to implement decentralised forms of governance without having to 
relinquish their own decision-making power. This creates a feeling amongst the council members 
of not being taken serious by the municipality. The members of the Områdeløft’s steering group 
however, have a very positive image of their work, which is also related to more official 
decision-making power.    
The Områdeløft ends in Sundholmskvarter in 2014, after a period a of six years. From this 
point onwards the Steering Group will lose its formal status: its recognition by Municipality of 
Copenhagen. If it should continue to exist after 2014, it is completely in the hands of the citizens 
of Sundholmskvarter to do so. Current Steering Group members are thinking of exit strategies for 
the Områdeløft and of possibilities to continue afterwards. Despite the official ending, the 
Steering Group does not wish to disband. They are currently discussing the possibility of using 
the networks they have created to continue the Steering Group without formal power and 
municipal funding. For the Steering Group members contacted while gathering empirical data, it 
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is very important to make sure that the momentum continues after the Områdeløft time frame, so 
the valuable networks that have been created do not go to waste. They wish to use these networks 
effectively to maintain and improve the neighbourhood.   
 The networks are a very important part of Områdeløft. They are based around the 
different projects that the Områdeløft has started in Sundholmskvarter. The networks are also 
central in structuring the Steering Group meetings since the group was divided into small groups 
based on the project areas. Residents who are members of the networks experience them as a very 
useful outcome of the Områdeløft. The networks also form the basis for continuing the Steering 
Group after the Områdeløft ends. However, in practice, it might be difficult to maintain these 
networks, as people moving to and from the Sundholmskvarter will change the networks’ 
composition. The networks’ strength will be tested based on whether or not they can adapt to 
these spatial and social changes. The key actors within the networks must document their actions 
and their knowledge, so the networks are not lost over time but can continue to drive progress in 
the neighbourhood.   
 The Områdeløft accomplishes its goal of creating a more vibrant neighbourhood for its 
residents by combining improvements that focus on both physical and social needs. As the 
previous sections have illustrated, the Steering Group members and the more administrative 
Secretariat office use participatory planning theories and networking to call upon residents to 
submit ideas. On the other hand, the Områdeløft’s influence is severely hindered due to the types 
of problems that the group tries to tackle without municipal support or other large-scale changes. 
Formal and informal interviews with academics uncovered hesitance regarding the actual 
effectiveness of Områdeløft in face of deeply-embedded social problems. Municipal decision-
makers choose specific Områdeløft Secretariat locations in neighbourhoods depending on the 
criteria discussed in earlier sections. Although the government’s project-based focus is useful to 
focus on a given number of specific spaces at a time, the tactic could also move the area’s 
vulnerabilities between different districts, instead of striking the problems’ main causes. Previous 
studies of urban renewal illustrate the dangers of gentrification, if an area is “uplifted” in a very 
short timeframe. Since Sundholmskvarter is the next in line of a series of renewal projects in 
Copenhagen, the main actors can use these as examples. For example, those interviewed 
distinguished their renewal process from previous renewal programs that revamped building 
facades and apartment units so quickly that the rent increases drove large percentages of lower 
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income people from the area. The final section of the Conclusion re-addresses the main problem 
formulation in light of the aforementioned results. 
 
Back to the problem formulation 
 
The problem formulation of this report is how does the democratic or communicative 
planning discourse compare with neighbourhood residents’ participation levels using a case-
study of the Sundholmskvarters Områdeløft? The difference between theory and practice was 
very noticeable in our research, but the Copenhagen municipality is not the only one responsible 
for this. Pragmatic measures in order for it to work in practice are often necessary, for the theory 
doesn’t consider all the real world problem that might be faced in the process, it only offers 
guidelines for an optimal form of the planning process. Furthermore, the input from the residents 
is less than theory would suggest. Many people don’t have the time, are not interested and/or not 
aware of the importance of participating. This is not taken into account by the different planning 
theory discussed in this report. Therefore, a discrepancy is noticeable between the 
Sundholmkvarter planning documents and the planning process in practice.  
A new, more realistic discourse might be useful that uses practice to deal with problems 
facing participatory planning goals and urban renewal in general. These problems might differ 
depending on the country, the culture, the level of welfare and the structure of governmental 
institutions. Therefore, it might be possible that not all theory is applicable to every specific 
situation. This makes it important to first examine problems for specific cases, in order to 
consider if a municipality can use the theoretical discourse on which to base the structure of their 
planning process. 
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Perspectivation 
 
The perspectivisation chapter is divided in two parts. Part I addresses the concept of 
social justice within Områdeløft programs. Next comes a reflection on the considerations for 
studying the planning field and planning processes, including thoughts on the roles of planners 
when not involved in planning work, and concludes by relating the idea of therapeutic planning 
to Copenhagen’s context. Part II describes observations from a site of previous urban renewal 
projects near Holmbladsgade, less than 2 kilometres from the Sundholmskvarter. The latter is 
based more on personal reflection than the former; Part II urges planners to reconsider their roles 
as individuals when not in their professional space.  
 The reader should note the shifts in tense from this section compared to the rest of the 
project report. Since the report’s body was completed with collaboration from other students, the 
we form is used. Roskilde University’s Geography Department stipulated that the group must 
submit two versions of the paper, each with a different Perspectivisation chapter This version of 
the perspectivisation was written by the single Masters student, while the perspectivisation 
included in the other report was written by the group’s three Bachelor students. Therefore, the I 
form is used in this chapter and not elsewhere in the project report. The perspectivisation chapter 
is intended to bridge the theoretical underpinnings of the report with personal experiences. In 
these instances, it is appropriate to write the section using the first person. 
 
Part I 
The Områdeløft process represents the latest attempt to encourage urban regeneration 
within a pre-defined area. Jane Jacobs cites other examples in the classic planning text, Death 
and life of great American cities (1961). Jacobs addresses the ordinary citizens’ behaviours, 
needs, desires, and accomplishments—something Jacobs calls, “thoughtful citizen involvement”-
- within urban areas that planners and government officials would often label blighted (King, 
2009). The label was used to dismiss an area as beyond repair. Områdeløft in Copenhagen 
attempts to focus simultaneously on areas’ strengths and weaknesses. As the report’s body 
illustrates, the interview participants from the Secretariat and Steering Group attempt to solve 
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what they view as area problems, but confront these problems beginning from the 
neighbourhood’s strengths, particularly the base of concerned citizens. Without careful 
management, the Områdeløft schemes could become out of touch with the residents’ needs. The 
Steering Group exists to keep private citizens at the helm of urban areas’ renewal. 
The term urban renewal is not unique to Copenhagen’s programs. During the time Death 
and life was written and published, however, the practice signified outcomes that were out of 
touch with residents’ needs. Worse still, the allegedly renewed areas often suffered from more 
problems after the process was deemed completed than before the planners’ presence in the areas. 
Jane Jacobs was active in the Bronx and Lower Manhattan neighbourhoods in New York. These 
places were sites of what development corporations and governments called slum clearing. 
Instead of the asset-based development approaches used by the Sundholmskvarter, the areas were 
supposed to be cleared for major infrastructure projects such as highways and bridges (ibid; 
Jacobs, 1961; Berman, 1982, p. 296f). The value of the communicative planning approach lies in 
the fact that it attempts to combat against these types of clearances.  
The Sundholmskvarter Områdeløft illustrates communicative planning techniques 
institutionalized within a municipality. Instead of the lightening-speed bulldozer renewal that 
Jacobs critiques, Områdeløft is supposed to slowly work with an area’s existing structures. The 
practical applications of the planners’ participatory and communicative goals are critiqued within 
the Sundholmskvarter case. We critique or analyse the process and its outcomes the decision to 
use participatory planning methods is highly significant for its promise of securing social justice 
goals to even the most vulnerable of citizens. Although governance is becoming more 
mainstream in cities across the globe, accomplishing participatory planning goals and planning 
for social inclusion are large problems that many cities fail to solve. Therefore, areas like the 
Sundholmskvarter that claims to work within these guidelines must be studied in order to 
understand their transferability in other cases. 
Advocates of participatory planning use the theories as a poster child for imbuing social 
cohesion and empowerment within the planning profession. If these goals are not working, it is 
high time to find another approach. If cases such as the Sundholmskvarter Områdeløft 
accomplish their goals, planning professionals must look to these areas in order to transfer the 
concepts used to their own urban regions.  
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The private citizens active within the Sundholmskvarter Områdeløft are vital teachers of a 
Danish urban planning style. This report attempts to understand if there is a Danish way of 
planning and what this could entail for goals such as inclusion and integration within a diverse 
neighbourhood. While the report has not made social justice one of the key concepts defined in 
the literature or empirical data, the concept was discussed before gathering material. The working 
definition used when discussing social justice pulls together overarching themes such as 
democracy, participation, and inclusion. Each stakeholder cited in the Områdeløft process utilizes 
his or her own definition of social justice. Framing the report within a social justice perspective is 
important because it inquires about possibilities to export the Steering Group, and Områdeløft 
model in general, to other locations around the world.  When writing Collaborative planning, 
Healey borrowed David Harvey’s concepts of social justice as outcome and as process. Healey 
uses the article Collaborative planning in perspective to reflect on the methods used while 
penning Collaborative planning. While using the term social justice throughout her work, she 
means: 
 
“A concern not merely with the justness of material outcomes, but also with the processes 
through which policies about resource allocation and regulation are articulated and 
implemented” (Healey, 2003, p. 104f.) 
 
In the Sundholmskvarter, the Steering Group strives for an ideal situation of citizen 
participation with outcomes that will benefit all in the neighbourhood. The Analysis chapters 
demonstrate how participatory planning discourse does not always translate into an ideal 
planning practice. Perhaps social justice could be more easily realized if private citizens’ attitudes 
shifted regarding the planning process’ ability to inspire change. Although the system still 
operates within a hierarchical, capitalist system with ‘winners’ and ‘losers’, Områdeløft at least 
tries to shift how governance is managed by focusing on networks within the grassroots. By 
recognizing their power of agency citizens would believe that their involvement in these 
processes could create healthy and happy places to reside. They must believe that government 
officials’ as well as Steering Group representatives’ invitations to involve themselves in 
Områdeløft would actually result in positive outcomes instead of a waste of time. This vision of 
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social justice is, admittedly, often a question of the chicken or the egg. Citizens must also have 
proof that their involvement is not merely a waste of their time.  
 Dr. Leonie Sandercock gave two lectures on September 20th and September 21st, 2012. In 
these lectures, Dr. Sandercock discussed the possibilities for a practice she calls, therapeutic 
planning, in which the professional planner acts as mediator between community groups, 
especially where there are conflicts regarding the use of shared spaces (Sandercock, public 
lectures, 20/09 and 21/09 2012). These lectures showed planners’ abilities to encourage 
consensus within divided communities. The film Finding our way by Sandercock and Giovanni 
Attili traces the history of a dispute between two groups of Canadians: those with Native Peoples’ 
ancestry and those with white settler ancestry (Attili & Sandercock, 2010). Sandercock and her 
research team use the films in neighbourhood screenings to begin discussing past and present 
injustices. In the same way, Områdeløft could begin a second phase that would discuss the 
reasons why areas are assigned the Municipality’s vulnerable areas designation. Such an attempt 
would investigate problems at their root, instead of an entirely place-based or project-based 
examination. As HT Andersen puts it the area-based approach: 
 
“May solve things on the spot…I think if you come down to urban politics, maybe urban politics 
can’t solve problems, but only move around it” (Appendix II, Interview with H.T. Andersen, p. 
16) 
 
There have been times of disillusionment throughout the project. For example, the 
group’s trust in the planning process was a bit tarnished after hearing the Local Council members 
discuss their work as ineffective for large-scale decisions. There are times when it seems that the 
focus on inspiring participatory planning is merely used as a band-aid to solve deeper, structural 
problems. The case study raises positive examples, even as it lacks the ability to confront all 
challenges that it is presented with. The following bullet-points describe examples from 
Områdeløft and similar sources that planners in other cities can use to inspire change within their 
cities: 
 
• Formalized Steering Groups –  
o The analysis section illustrates how the Steering Group’s strength partly stems 
from their strong connections with the municipality. These ties legitimize the 
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group as well as their proposed changes. Other cities undergoing urban renewal 
processes should consider electing similar governing bodies. Steering Groups’ 
effectiveness is transferrable across urban renewal projects in Copenhagen. Their 
status has been defined as one of the key features deciding Copenhagen renewal 
projects’ success. Our project shows that Federico Savini’s (2011) study of 
Copenhagen’s formalized urban renewal process continues to hold true. More on 
the author’s work can be found in the previous report chapters. 
• Multiple communication forms (to announce events, etc) 
o The Secretariat releases information regarding events, meetings, and other 
neighbourhood happenings through a variety of media. Additionally, they also use 
outreach methods that meet people in one-on-one situations, such as when 
university students were hired to approach people who may not otherwise be 
involved in decision-making, such as the homeless, youth, and new immigrants to 
the area (Appendix II, Interview with Øystein Leonardson). The Secretariat should 
use these non-traditional forms to a greater extent in order to increase access for 
marginalized groups. The Secretariat and workers in other cities should continue 
using these methods after the Steering Group is elected.  
• Personal narrative-making as a healing technique in divided areas 
o Sandercock advocates for a planning practice that uses communication to bring 
together groups that have contradicting ideas for using an area. Although the 
qualitative data from the Sundholmskvarter discusses the area’s low levels of us 
versus them mentality, personal narratives were often used throughout the 
projects. As Leonardson described, the area’s identity is changing based on the 
projects’ and networks’ maturing. Therefore, the narratives are used to join 
citizens who may come from very different backgrounds. They are used as a 
community-building technique that will allow the networks to continue based on 
the area’s shared past. 
• Use of key stakeholders to inspire others within the area 
o The Secretariat makes use of its connections within the area to call upon citizens 
who are most connected to others within the area. These people then become 
members of the Steering Group and can inspire others within the area to 
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participate in the projects. The method can be exported to other cities because it is 
not constrained to a particular place’s context. Jacobs describes an area’s most 
prominent stakeholders as public characters (Jacobs, 1963, p.79). These people 
are important links between different nodes in an area. For instance, a public 
figure might be a shopkeeper who also watches out for children who play near the 
shop. In the case of the Sundholmskvarter, the Steering Group Members are all 
public figures. Since all cities have certain people who act as public figures, the 
method is easily exported to other places. 
• Address the lack of link-making between governments and urban social movements 
o Although the shift to governance has frequently advocated link-making to private 
citizens and corporations, governments have not effectively reached out to urban 
social movements. Listening to the concerns of non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs) can be effective, since these people work at the grassroots level and deal 
with confronting the concerns of marginalized citizens living in the area.  
 
Part II 
 
My experience in working with area lift projects was personalized by moving to an area 
that had previously undergone such projects. In mid-semester, I moved to Amager Øst on a street 
off of Holmbladsgade, which was the site of earlier urban renewal. Living in this neighbourhood 
gave me a completely different sense of Copenhagen—far away from glossy tourist photos and 
OECD quality of life ratings. While the residents’ situations are far from the abject poverty that 
many experience the world over, there was a clear sense that the tall, mid-rise building where I 
live harbours people trying to cope with harsh social realities such as dejection, depression, 
alcoholism, and loneliness. The building I live in is part of a similar number of modern, brutalist 
buildings—not unlike the communities proposed by Le Corbusier and other Modernists. As Jan 
Gehl (2010) describes, I sometimes experience a disconnect between the street level and myself. 
The experience is not merely physical, but psychological as well. The buildings’ separation gives 
them an otherworldly quality. Thus, when reading about divided cities and spatial segregation of 
wealth, I could connect the “facts” with the experiences of my neighbours. The residents’ 
loneliness was particularly striking to me. My roommate was able to put it in better terms, but 
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summed up the situation by asking: What does it mean if there are these many sad people living 
in a country reputed to be the happiest in the world? It is a paradox then that other people live 
close to them. Planners have learned over time that this is not as paradoxical as it first appears. 
The short distances between thin walls and across small courtyards, does not always result in true 
connections.  
Since these observations have occurred for about two months, they cannot represent 
absolute truth, but rather first impressions of an area. Moreover, there are elements of self-
reinforcing behaviour, since looking for hints of people’s loneliness soon reveals other signs 
confirming these trends instead of looking for points that would refute them. Just because I was 
unaware of many social networks in the building, does not mean that they do not exist.  
Like the Sundholmskvarter networks do exist within the building. Instead of institutions 
acting as nodes, as was the case in the Sundholmskvarter, individual people act as nodes that 
keep the networks together. My roommate was one of the nodes that connected people. She has 
lived in the building for almost 20 years and says that people frequently come to her to talk about 
their loneliness. The is presumably another node connecting people, because some of the units 
were social housing. Their satisfaction with the State varies. One resident is visited by a 
municipal social worker once a month, yet talks with Rosie about how this does not help his 
loneliness. On the other hand, the neighbour below me is very wealthy and has a stable job, yet 
talks with Rosie about loneliness and alcoholism. To my knowledge, he and Rosie have not 
talked about his relationship to the welfare state.  
Jane Jacobs let her personal and ‘everyday’ interactions with people and the environment 
around her shape her observations and writing. I hope that I have sharpened my observation skills 
throughout this experience. Understanding the project’s observations on urban renewal represents 
examples of how participatory planning exists in practice. Additionally, it investigates themes 
outside of the traditional urban planning office. For instance: What can planners do outside of 
work? What do they do when they get off of work and to what homes do they return? As a 
professor at RUC said this semester, “planners do not just work in silos, they also live in them”. 
The Områdeløft in Sundholmskvarter illustrates how the urban planning profession has widened 
to include the perspectives of amateur planners. Understanding their abilities to influence change 
through amateur, as opposed to professional venues, could redefine the governance concepts 
outlined in previous sections of this report. Despite efforts to bridge across multi-cultural divides, 
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planners still belong to a planning field, characterised by specialized education programs, 
associations, conferences, and other status markers. Although authors write about connecting 
people of different backgrounds, how often does this occur in actuality?  Many still reside in only 
one “silo”: only with people who are similar in racial, gendered, or class terms. On the other 
hand, living with people who are “different” from us and then writing about it, seems awfully 
parasitic to say the least.  
Report-writing alone neither affects the everyday experiences of marginalized people in 
general, or the lonely people in my building, in particular. For instance, ordinary conversation 
with other people has made more difference in their day-to-day lives than the “renewed” 
streetlamp posts along Prags Boulevard. On the other hand, one must remember that the 
Områdeløft process encompasses far more than the physical renewal projects that meet the naked 
eye. Additionally, the physical projects’ renewal is intended to have social effects such as 
increasing camaraderie. Finally, it is difficult to quantify and measure the benefits derived from 
both physical improvements and the social connections within the buildings. It is likely that both 
exist in tandem. 
 One critique of mixed-income housing is the fact that different people may live next to 
each other, yet not really interact. Despite conversations with my roommate and others in my 
building, I am not at all confident that my position in the building--as a future “creative” class 
member, Westerner, student, or any other so-called “admirable” quality of people that developers 
might seek to attract—actually changed anything. While this paper has posited the existence of 
structural, meta-problems facing urban space that can only partly be changed by physical 
changes, one cannot erase the individual person’s responsibility. I think it is here that the urban 
renewal schemes proposed by the Steering Group can truly take root. The continuance of social 
issues exists in the space between individual and structural action. They break through the 
dichotomy so that anyone who cares about society must work with both simultaneously. As the 
Steering Group continues their renewal work, they should refuse to let the municipality off the 
hook regarding vulnerable areas. But there is another piece to the puzzle. I would also urge them 
to keep the pressure on people like me, who claim interest in social justice, but can sleep at night 
even though others around them struggle with fundamental problems.
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